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IN THE COURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA  

FOURTH APPELLATE DISTRICT 

DIVISION TWO 
 

 
  THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, 
 
                                           Plaintiff and Respondent, 
 
  v. 
 
  CRISTIN CONRAD SMITH et al., 
 
                                       Defendants and Appellants. 

 
 
     No. E071156 
 
     (Sup. Ct. No.     
      INF1600755) 

 
 

APPELLANT CRISTIN SMITH’S OPENING BRIEF 
 

 

STATEMENT OF APPEALABILITY 
 

This appeal, being from a final judgment, is authorized by Penal 

Code section 1237, subdivision (a).1 

 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
 

By information, filed November 7, 2016, appellant and co-appellant Robert 

Pape were charged with the murder (§ 187, subd. (a)) on or about September 17, 

2006, of Rebecca Friedli (Rebecca), Vickie Friedli (Vicki) and Jon Hayward and 

with a multiple-murder special circumstance (§ 190.2, subd. (a)(3)). (6 CT 1221-

1222.) 

The jury found appellant not guilty of the murder of Rebecca, but guilty 

of the first degree murder of Vickie and Hayward. (10 CT 2381-2385.)  Pape 

                                              

   1 Subsequent section references are to the Penal Code, unless otherwise indicated. 
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was convicted of the second degree murder of Rebecca and the first degree 

murder of Vickie and Hayward. (10 CT 2377-2380; 15 RT 3041.) 

The court imposed sentences of life imprisonment without the possibility 

of parole. (15 RT 3175-3176; 11 CT 2651, 2657.)   

Appellant filed a timely notice of appeal. (11 CT 2643.) 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 The defense to the three charged murders, which occurred in 2006, was that 

at the time of the crimes, appellant and Pape were together and nowhere near 

Pinyon Pines, the site of the crimes.  The evidence against them was built mainly on 

ambiguous circumstantial evidence, and it took the prosecution ten years to bring 

the case to trial, and the jury took nine days to return guilty verdicts.  When 

defendants sought to introduce third-party culpability evidence as to two other 

young males, who had motives to kill the victims unlike defendants, so as to link 

them circumstantially to the perpetration of the crimes, the court abused its 

discretion by precluding the evidence.  This left the defendants in the jury’s view as 

the only suspects.   

Compounding this serious error, when appellant tried to impeach the only 

witness to testify to a purported admission by either defendant, which was the only 

direct evidence against them, by showing the witness had not told law enforcement 

until 2016, about appellant’s purported admissions, the court prohibited appellant 

from producing evidence that the witness said he had broken the case wide open 

and that he knew of a large monetary reward.  Further adding to these errors, the 

court precluded character evidence to show that appellant’s character was 

completely inconsistent with the violence inherent in the perpetration of the 

murders. 

 Because the errors violated appellant’s Sixth and Fourteenth Amendment 

rights and prejudiced the verdicts against him, his convictions should be reversed.   
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STATEMENT OF THE EVIDENCE 
 

Prosecution’s Case 

Discovery of the Bodies and Fires 

 In 2006, 18-year-old Rebecca resided with her 53-year-old mother, Vickie,  

and with Hayward, Vickie’s 55-year-old boyfriend, on Alpine Drive (the Friedli 

residence) in Pinyon Pines, a hilly, rural area of Riverside County. (2 RT 368-369, 

429; 5 RT 909.) 

 On the night of September 17, 2006,2 Timothy Summerlee and his wife saw 

light flickering near the Friedli residence and drove there, arriving at about 9:45 

p.m., when flames were emanating from the second story. (2 RT 374-375, 383, 386-

387, 407-408, 413, 423-424, 443.)  The garage door was open, and Summerlee may 

have been able to see into the house from the garage. (2 RT 392, 445-446.)  He saw 

no fire in the garage or on the first floor. (2 RT 417.)  About 70 feet from the back 

door of the house, there was a wheelbarrow, which contained a body on fire; the fire 

was subdued. (2 RT 394-398, 408-409; 4 RT 653-654; 6 RT 1071-1072.)  It took 

the fire department about 10 to 15 minutes to arrive. (2 RT 410-411.) 

 At about 9:40 p.m., the Pinyon fire station on Highway 74 started receiving 

calls about the fire. (3 RT 487-489.)  Fire Captain Jeff Williams left shortly after the 

first call. (3 RT 487, 489.)  On the way to Alpine Drive, Williams encountered a 

small red pickup truck driving towards his fire engine. (3 RT 496-497, 499.)  

Although Williams put on his air horns and siren to alert the truck to slow down and 

yield the right away, the truck sped up and squeezed by the fire engine. (3 RT 497-

498.)  The truck approached at a high rate of speed, and Williams had to move over. 

(3 RT 521.)  Williams saw one male in the truck. (3 RT 498.)3  Shortly later, 

Williams entered the community where the fire was occurring. (3 RT 499.)   

 Williams arrived at the Friedli residence at 10:12 pm. (3 RT 495-496.)  The 
                                              

     2 Subsequent date references are to 2006, unless otherwise indicated. 
     3 No evidence showed anyone associated with defendants owned such a truck. 
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house was engulfed in flames. (3 RT 500-501, 503.)  He did not recall if the garage 

was open, but there was no fire in the garage. (3 RT 501, 526.)  

 As Williams walked around the house, he saw Rebecca’s partially charred 

body in the wheelbarrow.  There was still some flame in the body’s hip area. (3 RT 

506.)  Rebecca had only a shoe on her right foot, a Globe shoe; the matching shoe 

was never found. (4 RT 629; 6 RT 1053-1054.)  Williams told his crew to douse the 

body with water. (3 RT 507.)  Efforts to extinguish the fire on the house were 

unsuccessful, and the house collapsed around 10:40 p.m. (3 RT 508, 510, 540-541.) 

 Vickie’s burnt body was found near the back door of the house, and 

Hayward’s burnt body was found in the kitchen area. (4 RT 640-641, 643.)  

Causes of Death 

 Rebecca’s body, except for her lower extremities, was extensively burnt. (5 

RT 893-894, 898.)  The cause of her death was not determined. (5 RT 895-895.)  

Vickie died from a gunshot wound to her head from either a .40 caliber or a 10-

millimeter bullet. (5 RT 899-900; 8 RT 1424-1425, 1428-1429.)  The gun could 

have been made by one of four manufacturers, including Glock. (8 RT 1430-1431.)  

Vickie’s body had extensive burns. (5 RT 898-899.)  Hayward died from a shotgun 

wound to his chest; his body also had extensive burns. (5 RT 900-901, 905.)  He 

had shotgun pellets in his head and upper chest, indicating he was probably shot 

twice. (5 RT 903-904.)  Plastic wadding retrieved during his autopsy was consistent 

with a 12-gauge shotgun shell. (8 RT 1431-1433.)  The victims had each died 

before their bodies were set on fire. (5 RT 907.) 

Evidence at the Scene 

 Deputy Sheriff Jeffrey Osterloch arrived at the scene at 10:57 p.m. (3 RT 

559.)  Using his flashlight, he followed a tire track from the wheelbarrow through 

brush up into the hills behind the residence. (3 RT 561-564.)  Two distinct sets of 

footprints, pointing in the direction of the house, were near the wheelbarrow track, 

and footprints were on top of the tire track. (3 RT 563-564, 566, 569.)  Osterloch 

followed the footprints about a half mile north from the house. (3 RT 566.)  He 
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stopped at an area where the footprints were scattered and the sand was disturbed.  

He saw nothing beyond that. (3 RT 568.)  The terrain behind the house was sand 

and brush, and the steepness increased as one walked away from the house.  There 

were no residences behind the house. (3 RT 605-606.)   

 Detective Gary LeClair arrived at the scene at about 2:00 a.m. (7 RT 1244, 

1246.)  The wheelbarrow tracks and shoeprints were not continuous because of soil 

variations, and they ended about 160 yards from the Friedli residence; this spot was 

marked by a placard, Placard E. (7 RT 1255-1256, 1261, 1263-1264.)  Photographs 

of the shoe impressions indicated a DVS shoe could have made some of the 

impressions, and the impression next to Placard E was a Vans shoe, and another 

was a Globe Logic shoe, the type of shoe taken off of Rebecca. (7 RT 1275; 11 RT 

2163-2168.)     

 About 20 yards to the west of Placard E, there was an opening in the brush 

and what looked like a disturbance in the dirt, (7 RT 1264; 8 RT 1328, 1372-1373.)  

LeClair does not know when the disturbance occurred, and the activity there could 

have been from digging or from an animal. (8 RT 1328.)  A Pro-Life Catholic 

Ministries business card was in the dirt; it was about 180 yards from the residence. 

(7 RT 1264-1265.)  The card was crumpled, and LeClair had no idea how or when 

the card got there, or if it was blown there from another location. (8 RT 1329, 1404-

1405.)  The card was not soiled, and LeClair thought it had not been there for as 

long as a week. (8 RT 1404-1405.)  It was unknown when the wheelbarrow track 

was made; it could have been even the week before. (8 RT 1314-1315.) 

  Inside the residence, three handguns and two rifles were found, none of 

which fired the bullet that killed Vickie. (4 RT 644-646; 8 RT 1431-1432.) 

 The house and wheelbarrow fires were started separately. (4 RT 767.)  The 

house fire had two points of origin, the top of the garage entry stairs into the house 

and the main stairs inside the house. (4 RT 768, 775-776.)  A liquid, possibly 

gasoline, was used to start both fires. (4 RT 770-772.)  Lighter fluid could have 

been used to set Rebecca’s body on fire. (4 RT 775.)  
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 Six empty gas cans were found at the residence, two upstairs and the others 

in the garage. (4 RT 651-653, 697-698.)     

 According to an expert in burned human remains, Rebecca’s body would 

have been burning no less than 15 or 20 minutes and no longer than 30 minutes 

before being discovered. (6 RT 956-957, 976-977, 985.)  

  Law enforcement collected the wheelbarrow’s handles, but left the 

wheelbarrow at the scene. (4 RT 674-675.)  No male DNA was detected on the right 

wheelbarrow handle, and defendants were excluded as the source of the DNA on 

the left handle.  (10 CT 2158.)  Defendants were also excluded as the source of 

DNA on Rebecca’s right shoe.  On her right sock, DNA from a minimum of three 

males was obtained; defendants were excluded as a source of this DNA. (10 CT 

2158.)   Defendants were also excluded from DNA on a pen associated with the 

Riverside Sheriff’s Association (RSA), which was found near the wheelbarrow area 

and seemed out of place. (4 RT 691-692, 714; 10 CT 2158.) 

 There were no trace evidence, fingerprints or DNA connecting appellant to 

the cars at the Friedli residence, the gas cans, the wheelbarrow or on lighter fluid 

and long matches collected in the backyard. (8 RT 1305-1307, 1310.)  Three plastic 

gas cans in the garage and Rebecca’s right shoe were analyzed for latent 

fingerprints, and none were found. (6 RT 952-953; 8 RT 1340.)  Beau Nash’s latent 

fingerprint was on Rebecca’s Scion, which was parked at the residence. (6 RT 1062, 

1064; 7 RT 1138.)   

 An expended shell casing was found by the wheelbarrow on September 19 

and was submitted to the DOJ. (7 RT 1272; 8 RT 1392.)   No evidence was 

presented connecting this casing to any gun.  

Evidence Regarding the Business Card 

 The Pro-Life Catholic Ministries business card was the card being used in 

2006 by Marie Widmann, the director of Respect for Human Life for the Catholic 

Diocese of San Bernardino; she also worked in Riverside County. (6 RT 945-947; 8 

RT 1329-1330.)  Widmann had distributed hundreds of her cards. (6 RT 948, 951.)  
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She worked with Sacred Heart Church., and  Pape’s mother worked as a volunteer 

with Widmann for several years. (6 RT 947-948, 951.)  Widmann never visited 

Pinyon Pines and did not know the Friedli family or appellant. (6 RT 948-949.)   

 On October 27, Marixa Scott, who worked for the sheriff’s department, 

detected two latent fingerprints on the front of the card, which she labeled No. 1 and 

No. 2. (6 RT 952-953.)  On December 5, a photograph of each fingerprint was 

analyzed by CAL-ID Fingerprint Analyst Patricia Campos. (6 RT 954.)  Campos 

determined the fingerprints were insufficient for a CAL-ID computer search and 

were “non-comparable.” (6 RT 954-956; 8 RT 1342.)  In 2007, the two prints were 

again analyzed, this time by a  forensic technician with the district attorney’s office, 

and she determined, as verified by a second examiner, that print No. 1 did not match 

the fingerprints of Pape, appellant or Nash, and that print No. 2 was not of 

comparable quality. (12 RT 2325-2326; 10 CT 2160.)  In January 2018, Alma 

Flores, a print analyst with the California Department of Justice, received photos of 

the business card and compared the fingerprints in the photos to those of Pape and 

appellant. (12 RT 2327, 2331- 2332.)  She excluded Pape as having left the 

fingerprints. (12 RT 2337.)  She determined prints No.1 and No. 2 matched 

appellant’s fingerprints. (12 RT 2340-2344.)    

 In August 2007, Chantel Callahan, a forensic scientist at Human 

Identification Technologies, Inc. (HIT), tested the business card for DNA. (7 RT 

1275; 8 RT 1338, 1505-1510.)  She swabbed the entire card, creating one extract, 

and determined there was a DNA mixture of at least two individuals, and the 

statistical probability of being included was 1 in 320,000 Caucasians. (8 RT 1512, 

1516-1517, 1522.)  In October 2007, Callahan received buccal swabs from 

appellant and Pape and determined that Pape was excluded, but appellant was a 

possible contributor to the DNA mixture. (8 RT 1523-1524, 1526; 9 RT 1538.)  

Callahan was not asked to pull out a major contributor, just to determine a DNA 

profile. (8 RT 1527.)  

 Callahan was unsure whether she used all of the DNA extract.  (9 RT 1547, 
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1555-1556.)  HIT had no policy to preserve DNA for future testing. (9 RT 1547.)4    

 In November 2009, the sheriff’s department sent various items, including the 

business card, to Cellmark Laboratories for DNA analysis. (10 CT 2154.)  A partial 

male DNA profile was detected in Cellmark’s swabbing of the card, but the amount 

of DNA present was too low for further testing. (10 CT 2154-2155.)  In November 

2014, the sheriff’s department submitted the business card to Sorenson Laboratories 

for DNA analysis for the presence of STR profiles and Y-STR profiles, which 

detect only male DNA. (10 CT 2157.)  On the business card, no interpretation could 

be made as to the STR profile obtained. (10 CT 2157-2158.)  As to the Y-STR 

profile, there was a DNA mixture of a major and minor male contributor, but the 

analysis was only suitable for exclusionary purposes. (10 CT 2157-2158.)  As to the 

major profile, Pape was excluded, and no meaningful comparison could be made as 

to appellant or the minor contributor. (10 CT 2158.)   

 In 2014, the owner of HIT, reviewed Callahan’s data at the request of the 

district attorney’s office. (9 RT 1578, 1584, 1611.)  He noticed there was a major 

and minor contributor on the business card. (9 RT 1584.)  Appellant was included 

as a possible contributor to the major DNA profile, which 1 in 28 trillion Caucasian 

males would be expected to have. (9 RT 1591.) 

Pape’s Police Statement 

 On Monday, September 18, at 5:14 p.m., Police Officer Scott Michaels 

conducted a recorded interview of Pape. (8 RT 1461-1464, 1469; transcript at Supp 

CT 35-73.)  Pape stated the following.  He was 18 years old. (Supp CT 39.)  He had 

dated Rebecca for a year and three months, but they broke up in January, when she 

said she had cheated on him. (Supp CT 40-41.)  Afterward, Rebecca called him 

often, which upset his current girlfriend, Sara Honaker, so Pape tried to decrease 

                                              

     4 At the preliminary hearing in 2016, Ryan Bodmer, an investigator for the 
district attorney’s office, testified there were no remaining portions of the sample 
from HIT that could be independently tested. (11 RT 2170, 2264.) 
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Rebecca’s contact with him. (Supp CT 58-59, 61.)  He had not talked to her for at 

least about a month or two until Saturday. (Supp CT 59-60.) 

 Pape last saw Rebecca after work on Saturday at the house of the mother of 

appellant, his best friend. (Supp CT 42-43, 48.)  Rebecca phoned and asked if she 

could stop by. (Supp CT 42.)  She did so, and appellant and he made small talk with 

her for about 10 minutes. (Supp CT 44-45.)  She said she had to work later that 

night. (Supp CT 44.)  She worked at Denny’s in Palm Desert. (Supp CT 45.) 

 On Sunday, Pape left work about 6:30 p.m. after being fired. (Supp CT 48-

49.)  He went home.  His mother wanted him to go to church.  He called Sacred 

Heart, but the last mass was over. (Supp CT 49.)  Appellant drove Pape to the house 

of appellant’s dad. (Supp CT 50.)  Appellant’s dad was not home, and Pape could 

not remember if appellant’s aunt, who also lived there, was home.  Pape and 

appellant left after about an hour and went to James Workman school and played 

with paintball guns. (Supp CT 51.)  They were there around 8:30 or 9:00 p.m.  

Afterward, they went to a gas station at Gerald Ford and Date Palm to get gas and 

Chapstick, which Pape’s cousin had texted that he wanted. (Supp CT 53.)   

Appellant drove Pape home, and Pape then socialized with his cousin, who lived 

across the street. (Supp CT 53-54.) 

 Rebecca had called Pape on Sunday and asked him to go hiking with her. 

(Supp CT 55.)  Pape did not really want to go, fearing she would get attached to 

him again.  He said he would, but talked to her later and said he did not think it was 

a good idea.  She got emotional and called appellant, and appellant told Pape to talk 

to her. (Supp CT 56.)  Rebecca also said she was going hiking with another guy.  

She had used the ploy of bringing another guy in the past to try to make Pape 

jealous. (Supp CT 56, 58.)  Pape thinks she mentioned some guy from 29 Palms 

Marine Base or Hayward’s son. (Supp CT 57.)  He does not know the time he called 

her back, but guesses it was probably 7:00 or 7:15. (Supp CT 71.)  Pape did not go 

to Rebecca’s house on Sunday. (Supp CT 58, 64.)      

 Pape knew from Javier Garcia, who had called him that morning, that there 
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was a fire at Rebecca’s house and they found three people.  Garcia gave him a bit of 

information, but then, called him back and told him more as Garcia got more 

information. (Supp CT 64.)  Pape learned from Garcia that the sex of two of the 

people was unknown, a female about 20 years old was found in a wheelbarrow, the 

whole house was destroyed by fire, Rebecca’s dad had been unable to identify the 

bodies and the bodies were carried out in body bags. (Supp CT 64-65.) 

 Pape thinks he had gone camping with Rebecca up behind her house once 

before they broke up. (Supp CT 66.)  She cried when they broke up, but then told 

him during that same week, that she had sex with two other guys, and he would hear 

stories about her with different guys all the time. (Supp CT 69.) 

 Pape did not own any guns, nor did the family he lived with, but his uncle, 

always had shotguns. (Supp CT 70.) 

 On September 19, Pape spoke to Michaels by phone. (8 RT 1463; transcript 

of recorded call at Supp CT 75-77.)  Pape said Michaels had asked him if Rebecca 

was depressed or emotional, and Pape thought she might have been obsessed over 

him and depressed since they had broken up, based on what Garcia and another 

person had told him. (Supp CT 75-76.)  Pape also stated that although he had said 

he had gotten home around 10:30 on Sunday night, Pape’s cousin told him that he 

actually got home about 9:30, but Pape was unsure about this. (Supp CT 76-77.)  

Appellant’s Police Statement 

 On September 28, Michaels and LeClair interviewed appellant at his 

residence. (8 RT 1344, 1463-1464, 1472, 1475; transcript at Supp CT 80-117.)  

Appellant resided at his mother’s house in Cathedral City; his father lived across the 

street. (8 RT 1298, 1300-1301.)  Appellant’s statements included the following.  On 

Saturday, Pape was at appellant’s mother’s house after work, when Rebecca, who 

would call Pape occasionally, phoned and said she wanted to come over. (Supp CT 

87-88.)  She did so that evening to say hello. (Supp CT 88-89, 97.)  She asked if 

they wanted to go hiking, and Pape said he would think about it, but after she left, 

Pape said there was no way he was going hiking with her. (Supp CT 89, 100-101.)  
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Pape had a girlfriend and wanted to stay away from Rebecca. (Supp CT 100.)  

Appellant did not know of any planned date to go hiking. (Supp CT 101-102.) 

 Appellant and Pape worked on Sunday and were suspended for going down 

the slide the wrong way. (Supp CT 89-90.)  Appellant went to his mother’s house, 

where he kept most of his belongings, and phoned Pape to go play paintball, but 

Pape said he had to go to church. (Supp CT 90-91.)  At about 7:00 p.m., appellant 

picked up Pape, and as appellant was driving to Sacred Heart Church, Pape called 

Sacred Heart and learned the last mass was over. (Supp CT 91, 95.)  Appellant then 

drove to his father’s house, where they watched television and played games. (Supp 

CT 91, 96.)  Appellant’s father was out of town.  Appellant’s aunt lived there, but 

appellant was not sure if she was home. (Supp. CT 96.)  She often just stayed in her 

room. (Supp CT 96-97.) 

 About 7:45 p.m., Rebecca called Pape, but he did not answer his phone, and 

then, she called appellant, who did not answer his phone either. (Supp CT 91, 105.)  

They figured she wanted to go hiking, and they did not want to go. (Supp CT 91-

92.)  Appellant called her back to tell her they were not going to go hiking, but she 

did not answer her phone, and he did not leave a message. (Supp CT 103, 108.)  

Pape fell asleep, and at about 9:25 p.m., they went to James Workman to play 

paintball. (Supp CT 92, 94-95.)  Their paintball guns were not working right, and 

around 10:00 or 10:30 p.m., appellant drove Pape home.  Appellant stopped first at 

the ampm on Gerald Ford and Date Palm to get gas. (Supp CT 92.)  Pape also 

wanted to go there because his cousin needed Chapstick, which Pape went inside 

and bought. (Supp CT 92-93.)5  Appellant drove Pape home about 10:30 or 10:40 

p.m. and then went to the home of his girlfriend, Jackie Muto, who lived in Palm 

                                              

     5 On September 30, Michaels tried to get the surveillance video from the ampm,  
but learned the videotape had not been working properly and had overwritten itself 
every seven days. (8 RT 1411, 1475, 1477-1478, 1491-1492.) 
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Springs. (Supp CT 93-94.)6 

 Appellant had never been to Rebecca’s house. (Supp CT 113.) 

 Pape called appellant and told him that some detectives might talk to him 

and asked appellant if he remembered everything that happened that night, and 

appellant said he did, but they went over it. (Supp CT 115.) 

 During the interview, Michaels looked in appellant’s room at his father’s 

house, and there were no firearms, and Michaels also went across the street to 

appellant’s mother’s house, and LeClair searched appellant’s room. (8 RT 1481-

1483, 1485, 1502.)  There was no evidence any firearms were found. 

Garcia’s Testimony 

 Garcia and Rebecca were best friends. (7 RT 1118.)  He was 18 years old at 

the time of the murders. (7 RT 1223.)  Their friendship became closer in the 

summer of 2006, but remained platonic only because this is what she wanted. (7 RT 

1119-1120, 1168.)  Rebecca had been dating Garcia’s cousin Jacob (Santiago) for a 

month or two until a few days before the murders. (7 RT 1169.) 

 Garcia lived in Cathedral City on the valley floor but had been to Rebecca’s 

house a few times. (7 RT 1120, 1123.)  She worked the graveyard shift at a 

Denny’s, which was about 20 minutes from Garcia’s home. (7 RT 1123-1124, 

1177.)     

 A few days before September 17, sometime between 11:00 p.m. and 3 a.m., 

Rebecca was at Garcia’s house, when she received a phone call, which she said was 

from Pape.  (7 RT 1130-1131, 1133.)  Garcia overhead their conversation and it 

sounded as if they might be going on a hike and Pape did not want Rebecca’s 

parents to be there because they no longer might like him. (7 RT 1131-1132, 

1135.)7  Rebecca said that after a few days of communicating, they made plans to 

                                              

      6 Law enforcement did not interview the aunt, Muto or appellant’s mother. (8 
RT 1344.) 
      7 During LeClair’s testimony, the court told the jury that Garcia’s testimony in 
this regard could only be considered against Pape, not appellant. (8 RT 1290-1291.)  
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go hiking on a Sunday after Pape got off of work. (7 RT 1135-1136.)  

 On September 15th, a Friday, Garcia was at a party at his friend Nick 

Corline’s house, which was a few miles from Rebecca’s house. (7 RT 1137, 1139.)  

Rebecca picked up Garcia and Nash from the party and drove them to her home, 

where Garcia spent the night, so he did not have to drive down the mountain drunk 

or high. (7 RT 1137-1138.)  The next morning, Garcia drove home.  (7 RT 1139.)  

 Garcia believes he had only phone contact with Rebecca on Saturday. (7 RT 

1140.)  On Sunday, he picked her up at work about 4:00 a.m. and took her to his 

house. (7 RT 1176-1177.)  She spent the night there, and she had lunch with him in 

Palm Desert. (7 RT 1140, 1142, 1179-1180.)  Later, Rebecca said she was going 

home to go for a hike with appellants. (7 RT 1142.)8   

 Rebecca left for home at about 4:30 or 5:00 p.m. (7 RT 1142.)  Garcia had 

phone conversations with her between 4:00 and 6:40 p.m., totaling about 20 

minutes. (7 RT 1142-1143, 1149.)9  She said she was getting ready for the hike and 

Pape was on his way. (7 RT 1143, 1145.)  Garcia never spoke to her after 6:40 p.m.  

(7 RT 1145.)  When he tried to call her at about 11:02 and 11:40 p.m., he did not 

reach her. (7 RT 1146.) 

 Rebecca often used her cell phone to call Garcia, but when she was home, 
                                                                                                                                         

Later, the jury was instructed with CALCRIM No. 305 that the statements of each 
defendant could be used as evidence against the other, but that Garcia’s testimony 
in this same regard could only be considered against Pape. (10 CT 2311.) 
     8 The court instructed the jury with CALCRIM No. 303 that Garcia’s testimony 
and prior police statements that Rebecca made statements regarding her expectation 
of going on a hike on the evening of September 17, were not admitted for the truth, 
but for the limited purpose of Rebecca’s then existing state of mind. (10 CT 2310.) 
     9 Phone records shows that on September 17, there were about 11 calls between 
Rebecca and Garcia. (7 RT 1127.)  At 5:12 p.m., a call from the Friedli landline to 
Garcia lasted nearly 20 minutes, and at 6:19 p.m., a call from Garcia to the landline 
lasted 12 minutes. (9 RT 1701.)  At 6:40 p.m., Rebecca returned a short call from 
Garcia, and they spoke for five minutes, 39 seconds. (9 RT 1702.)     
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she used her landline, because she did not receive cell phone service in Pinyon 

Pines. (7 RT 1127-1128.)    

 Garcia’s mother woke him up on the 18th and said there was a news report 

of a fire in Pinyon Pines. (7 RT 1147.)   When Garcia was unable to reach Rebecca 

by phone at 8:48 a.m. and 9:09 a.m., he drove up to the area. (7 RT 1148.)  Before 

doing so, he talked to his father, who was an investigator with the District 

Attorney’s Office, and asked him if he knew anything about the fire. (7 RT 1193-

1194.)   

 Garcia called Pape; phone records show several calls to Pape between 10:26 

and 10:53 a.m. (7 RT 1149, 1151.)  Pape said he had intended to go on the hike, but 

when he talked to Rebecca, she had invited some Marine to make him jealous, so he 

canceled and did not go, and Rebecca became upset. (7 RT 1150-1151, 1215-1216.)  

Phone records show Garcia also made calls to Pape at 2:46 and 2:51 p.m. (7 RT 

1154.)  

 Nash drove Garcia up the hill to Corline’s house, and they then went to the 

Friedli residence. (7 RT 1153.)     

 At 12:37 p.m., Le Clair interviewed Garcia at the scene. (7 RT 1155-1156.)   

Garcia stated that the last time he spoke to Rebecca was about 6:40 p.m., that she 

said she was supposed to go hiking with her ex-boyfriend and his friend that night, 

and that they called at the last second and canceled. (7 RT 1164-1166, 1211.)    

Garcia stayed at the crime scene an hour or two afterward before driving down the 

hill. (7 RT 1156.)  Garcia spoke to Pape while going down the hill and told him that 

first responders were all over.  Garcia did not mention the wheelbarrow, as he did 

not know about it.  Garcia tried to call Rebecca at 4:01 p.m. (7 RT 1157.) 

 Before 5:00 or 6:00 p.m., Garcia spoke to Pape several different times, 

each sharing what they knew. (7 RT 1200.) 

 On September 19, Pape called Garcia twice, and they spoke for ten minutes.  

Garcia does not recall their conversations, but he did not know the crime details. (7 

RT 1158.)  Garcia’s father had told him that it appeared to be a triple homicide and 
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a house had burned down, but not the details. (7 RT 1158-1159.)  On September 21, 

Garcia spoke to Tiffany Teasdale, a family member of Rebecca, and learned there 

was a body in a wheelbarrow. (7 RT 1159.)  On September 21, there was a 9:03 

p.m. call from Pape’s cell phone, but Garcia does not recall having a conversation 

with Pape on this date.  Garcia would have had details of the crime scene by then. 

(7 RT 1161.) 

 On September 24, Garcia made an 11:53 p.m. call to Rebecca to hear her 

voice one last time from her voicemail. (7 RT 1162.) 

 Garcia talked to the police four times, and before testifying, Garcia studied 

the transcripts of the recordings of each interview. (7 RT 1200-1203.)   

Honaker’s Testimony 

 Honaker and Pape started dating in January 2006, after Pape stopped dating 

Rebecca.  Honaker and Pape married in 2011. (12 RT 2277.)  They divorced at the 

end of 2015, but remained friends. (12 RT 2276.)  

 Pape was Catholic, and in 2006, he went to church fairly often. (12 RT 

2280.)   Honaker does not remember if Pape told her he was speaking with Rebecca 

around September 17, as this was 12 years ago. (12 RT 2282.)10  Rebecca had been 

a sore subject in their relationship, as she would call Pape, but this had ceased to be 

a problem. (12 RT 2282-2283, 2285.) 

 Honaker talked to Pape before 7:00 pm on the 17th. (12 RT 2304-2305.)   

She later called him about five times because she had not heard from him most of 

that afternoon.  She got voicemail, which was unusual. (12 RT 2286.)   Sometimes, 

Pape would not answer his phone when he was with appellant, and she understood 

that this was guy time. (12 RT 2307-1208.)  When Pape and Honaker spoke that 

evening, he said he was just getting home and was going to hang out with his cousin 

Marty, who lived across the street from him, and check on his mother at her house. 
                                              

     10 The jury was instructed with CALCRIM No. 305 that Honaker’s testimony 
concerning her conversations with Pape between January 2006, and August 2016 
could only be considered against Pape. (10 RT 2311.) 
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(12 RT 2288.)   Nothing seemed different about Pape during their conversation or 

on the next day. (12 RT 2306-2307.)  When Pape learned of the homicides, he 

expressed sadness over what had happened to Rebecca. (12 RT 2314-2315.) 

 Pape was never violent with Honaker or gave her concern for her safety; he 

did not have it in him.  When she told him that she had been unfaithful during their 

marriage, he was hurt and sad and decided to seek a divorce, but he was not violent 

in any way. (12 RT 2299.) 

 During recorded jail phone calls between Pape and Honaker in 2014, they 

talked about guns, and a Glock came up, but she does not remember the substance 

of the calls. (12 RT 2288-2289.)  Pape bought several guns over the years, and he 

kept them in his gun closet in their house. (12 RT 2289-2290, 2308.)  When in a 

phone call, he said, “The rest of them should be placed in the location where I had 

them sent,” he would have been talking either about his grandmother’s or his aunt’s 

house, as when they had to sell their house, his family took care of his possessions, 

and he wanted to make sure his property was safe. (12 RT 2290, 2311.)  He never 

asked her to hide a gun from the police. (12 RT 2310.) 

Jeremy Witt’s Anonymous 2011 Phone Call 

 On October 4, 2011, an anonymous phone call was made to the sheriff’s 

station, and Officer Kenneth Patterson took the call, which was recorded and turned 

over to the cold case unit. (9 RT 1744-1748; transcript at Supp CT 119-130.)  The 

caller, determined in 2016 to be Witt, said the following.  He was reporting about 

the Pinyon Pines murders; appellant, whom Witt referred to as Christian Smith, was 

associated with the person who dated a female who lived there. (Supp CT 120-121.)  

Witt had his information from Smith and Smith’s roommate Lois. (Supp CT 121.)  

Smith told Lois that he was involved, and Witt overheard Lois talking about it. 

(Supp CT 122.)  Witt had received details, but did not believe them, but when he 

saw the crime on the news in 2007 or 2008, he asked Lois what they were involved 

with, and Lois started freaking out. (Supp CT 123.)  She said their house had been 

searched, and they were looking for Smith’s close friend. (Supp CT 123-124.)  They 
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were not looking at Smith, but then, Smith started to feel the heat and talked to Witt 

about joining the Marine Corps. (Supp CT 124.)  Witt believed Jackie, Lois’s best 

friend, was dating Smith. (Supp CT 125.)  Witt surmised from hearsay that the 

female who died wanted to end the relationship. (Supp CT 128.)13  Patterson gave 

Witt his phone number and asked him to call if Witt thought of anything else. (Supp 

CT 128-129.)  Witt said that was all the information he had. (Supp CT 129.)  

 In 2015, Police Officer James Dickey started working on the instant case. (10 

RT 1886.)  He identified Witt as the anonymous caller. (10 RT 1887-1888.)  On 

May 18, 2016, Dickey went to Witt’s home and confirmed Witt had made the 2011 

call. (10 RT 1889-1891.)  When Witt answered the door, he was drinking beer.  

Dickey interviewed Witt at the station that same day. (10 RT 1892.) 

Witt’s Preliminary Hearing Testimony14  

 In 2007, Witt worked as the security supervisor for Knott’s Soak City, and 

appellant worked there as a lifeguard. (11 RT 2089, 2090-2092.)  Witt was 29 years 

old and had been in the Marine Corps. (11 RT 2090-2091, 2098.)  Near the end of 

September or the beginning of October 2007, appellant, who was normally a good 

worker, was not watching the water. (11 RT 2092-2094, 2108, 2137.)  Witt asked 

appellant what was going on, and appellant just shook his head, so Witt inquired 

further. (11 RT 2095, 2143-2144.)  Appellant was staring in a southeasterly 

direction toward the mountain tops, and Witt asked appellant if he was okay. (11 

RT 2095-2096.)15  When appellant did not reply, Witt said something seemed 

wrong. (11 RT 2096, 2144.)  Appellant seemed tense and stated, “Something went 

wrong and we torched the fucking place.” (11 RT 2096-2097, 2144-2145.)  Witt 

asked appellant what had happened, and appellant did not reply. (11 RT 2145-
                                              

     13 The jury was instructed with CALCRIM No. 303 that Witt’s statements in the 
phone call about overhearing statements by Lois Robbins were admitted not for the 
truth of what was said but for the their effect on Witt, if any. (10 CT 2310.) 
     14 Witt did not testify; his preliminary hearing testimony was read to the jury. 
     15 South from the water park is a mountain range that leads into Pinyon Pines. 
(11 RT 2171-2172.) 
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2146.)  Witt thought this was a young kid trying to show off or look cool.  Witt had 

not heard of the homicides in Pinyon Pines. (11 RT 2097.)  Three or four times 

later, appellant appeared to be disturbed by something. (11 RT 2112-2113.)    

 At the time, Witt understood that appellant resided with his girlfriend Jackie 

Muto and Lois Robbins, who were coworkers. (11 RT 2098, 2115, 2121.)  Witt 

received a phone call from Lois afterward in 2007, and she stated the police had 

served a search warrant on the house, were looking for appellant’s best friend, 

whose girlfriend was murdered, and were looking for a shotgun but found some 

other weapons. (11 RT 2099-2100, 2109, 2111, 2121-2125.)    

 A few weeks later, in about October, Witt talked to appellant at a birthday 

party about firing weapons, and when Witt said something to the effect that you can 

serve in the military without necessarily killing something, appellant said, “You 

don’t have to be in the military to have killed something.” (11 RT 2100-2101, 2155-

2157.)   

 Witt resigned from his job in 2008 because he did not like the manager. (11 

RT 2117.) 

 In 2011, Witt made the anonymous call because he had heard about the three 

homicides on national television and on the local news. (11 RT 2102, 2130-2132.)   

Bodmer’s Testimony Regarding Witt’s 2016 Statements 

 When Witt answered his door in May 2016, he had a beer and had been 

drinking, but Bodmer did not feel Witt was drunk. (12 RT 2244.)  Bodmer spoke to 

Witt at his house for 10 to 15 minutes and asked Witt to come to the sheriff’s 

department. (12 RT 2245-2246.)  There were $50,000 government and private 

rewards for giving information about the case, but Bodmer did not tell Witt about 

them. (12 RT 2246-2247.)  At Witt’s house, Bodmer normally would have used a 

belt recorder, but did not do so. (12 RT 2247-2248.)  

 At the station, Bodmer drew a timeline based on Witt’s statements and went 

over it with him several times. (12 RT 2248, 2252.)  Witt’s recollection of times 

was hazy.  Witt indicated that what triggered his phone call was the search warrant, 
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and there were some discussions about a search. (12 RT 2252.)  Witt said several 

times that his conversation with appellant at the wave pool occurred after the search 

warrant--within one week after. (12 RT 2253.)  Bodmer asked Witt why he had not 

reported appellant’s purported statement about torching the place when he called 

the sheriff’s station in 2011. (12 RT 2255.)  Witt said something about not wanting 

to be involved, that he was not sure and he had a son.  Bodmer suggested Witt did 

not want to show all his cards in the 2011 call, and Witt said that was so. (12 RT 

2256.)   

 It was apparent Witt was familiar with some case details.  He knew the 

names of appellant’s counsel and Pape’s name and said he had driven by the 

Denny’s where Rebecca had worked and knew the case had been dismissed in the 

interests of justice. (12 RT 2249-2250.)    

Gun Evidence  

 On October 2, 2007, search warrants were served on Pape’s residence in 

Rancho Mirage. (9 RT 1729.)  Among the items found in his bedroom were a rifle, 

a shotgun, ammunition for them, spent shell casings from handguns, including a .40 

caliber and a 10-millimeter casing, and rifle rounds, but no handguns. (9 RT 1732-

1735, 1737, 1742.)  Also found were a Glock holster, still in its packaging, which 

had been purchased in 2007, and a receipt, dated in 2007, for a pistol grip. (9 RT 

1735-1737, 1741.)   Glock handguns can be 9-millimeter or .40 caliber. (9 RT 1736-

1737.)  A pair of Vans shoes was also found. (9 RT 1737.)   

 On October 2, 2007, two 12-gauge shotguns were found in appellant’s 

apartment. (10 CT 2159.) 

 In the summer of 2006, Chad Birnbaum worked briefly with Pape and 

appellant at Knott’s Soak City, a water park. (12 RT 2356-2357.)  Birnbaum went 

shooting with them and other people in the summer 2006 on the outskirts of 

Thousand Palms, and Pape may have brought a handgun or a shotgun. (12 RT 2362-

2363, 2373-2735, 2377.)  Birnbaum does not recall appellant bringing a gun and 

believes appellant only had a paintball gun. (12 RT 2363, 2379.)    
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Cell Phone and Drive Test Evidence 

 In 2011, Kevin Boles, an FBI agent, reviewed the 2006 cell phone records of 

appellant, Pape and Rebecca and the Friedli’s home phone (landline). (9 RT 1617-

1618, 1626.)   In 2015, an analyst with Gladiator Forensics measured the cell 

coverage of towers that the cell phones had pinged off of on September 17. (10 RT 

1794-1797.)   

 Pape and appellant had Verizon cell phones. (9 RT 1628.)  Boles and the 

analyst from Gladiator Forensics looked at Verizon’s cell tower sites in September 

2006, but they did not have the sector information on the towers, which is necessary 

to determine what side of a tower the phone was at when it made a call. (9 RT 

1628-1630, 1674, 1777; 12 RT 1816-1817.)16 Without the sector information, the 

area where the phone could have been is increased. (9 RT 1630.)   In addition, the 

various towers had a lot of overlapping coverage. (12 RT 1801, 1806.) 

 A cell phone usually connects to the closest tower, but many factors 

determine why a phone chooses a tower farther away, including an obstruction 

blocking the signal. (9 RT 1621, 1673, 1692.)  For example, in the early evening of 

September 17, when appellant was home, his phone did not connect to the closest 

tower to his home. (9 RT 1693.)   

 If a phone is where there is no cell tower coverage, or if the phone is turned 

off or on airplane mode, the call is routed to voicemail and so reflected in the phone 

records; it is unknown where the phone was at that time. (9 RT 1624-1625.) 

 Boles geographically plotted each tower used by appellant’s and Pape’s 

phones on September 17. (9 RT 1631.)  Their residences in Cathedral City and 

Rancho Mirage are in the Coachella Valley, as is Palm Desert. (7 RT 1142; 8 RT 

1294-1295, 1503-1504.)  The terrain in Coachella Valley, which is on the valley 

                                              

     16 When LeClair obtained the Verizon records in 2007, he failed to request the 
sector information, which was no longer available. (8 RT 1411-1413; 9 RT 1615-
1616.) 
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floor, is mostly south of Interstate 10 and is relatively flat. (9 RT 1631-1632.)  The 

area butts up against a mountain range, which goes up fairly steeply on Highway 74 

into Pinyon Pines. (8 RT 1295; 9 RT 1631-1632, 1649-1650.)   

 Boles was only able to estimate the location of Pape’s and appellant’s phones 

in Coachella Valley, because there were no Verizon towers above. (9 RT 1659, 

1711.)  The closest tower to the crime scene was Tower 745, which was in Palm 

Desert at the base of the mountainous area. (9 RT 1653, 1659.)    

 On September 17, at 5:58 and 6:06 p.m. Pape’s and appellant’s phones 

connected, pinging off towers near their residences. (9 RT 1654-1656.)  At 6:14 

p.m., Rebecca’s landline called Pape’s phone, connecting for less than three 

minutes.  At 6:18 p.m., Pape called appellant’s phone; both phones were near the 

cell towers closest to their homes. (9 RT 1656.)   

 At 6:53 and 6:69 p.m., Rebecca’s landline called Pape’s phone, resulting in 

voicemails; Pape’s phone pinged of Tower 707, near Cathedral City. (9 RT 1652, 

1657.)   At 7:01 p.m., Pape called Sacred Heart Church while his phone was still 

pinging off Tower 707. (9 RT 1657.)  At 7:04 p.m., Pape called Sam Gayer, and 

Pape’s phone hit off Tower 705 in the Palm Desert area down near where Highway 

111 intersects with Highway 74. (9 RT 1658.)  At 7:05 p.m., Rebecca’s landline 

called appellant, leaving a 27-second voicemail, while appellant’s phone was also 

hitting Tower 705. (9 RT 1658.)17  At 7:09 p.m., appellant’s phone called Rebecca’s 

landline, and at 7:10 p.m., her landline called appellant’s phone, each connection 

lasting less than 28 seconds; appellant’s phone pinged off Tower 523, which was 

near Interstate 10. (9 RT 1658-1659; 12 RT 1813.)     

 At 7:13 p.m., Rebecca’s landline called Pape’s cell phone in a 31-second 

connection to voicemail.  Pape’s phone hit off Tower 745. (9 RT 1660; 12 RT 

1850.)  Tower 745 provides only two small areas of coverage up Highway 74.  (12 

                                              

     17 Usually there is an approximately 20-second between pressing send before the 
call is seized and there is a connection. (9 RT 1706-1707.) 
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RT 1813, 1851-1853.)  There is no cell coverage up Highway 74 once a person 

leaves the area directly around the cell tower. (12 RT 1851.)  Towers 523 and 745 

had some overlapping coverage. (12 RT 1817, 1833.)  It is possible for Tower 523 

to cover an area of Highway 74, but without sector information, it is unknown 

whether a phone was on Highway 74. (12 RT 1832-1834.)  There is no way of 

knowing whether appellant’s phone was ever on Highway 74 above Highway 111 

on September 17. (12 RT 1834.)  Appellant’s phone did not connect to Tower 745. 

(12 RT 1820, 1828.)  Towers 523, 705, and 745 did not provide coverage for 

appellant’s residence or the James Workman school. (12 RT 1815.)   

 At 7:27 p.m., Rebecca’s landline called Pape’s phone in a 44-second 

voicemail connection, and at 7:34 p.m., her landline called appellant’s phone; no 

tower was hit in either call. (9 RT 1660.)  The last registered call on the landline 

was at 7:37 p.m., when Rebecca called Garcia; the call lasted two seconds. (9 RT 

1667, 1704.)    

 From 7:27 p.m. to at least 9:55 p.m., appellant’s and Pape’s phones were 

either in an area without cell towers, or their phones were shut off, out of battery, or 

on airplane mode. (9 RT 1661, 1671-1672.)  This non-usage of appellant’s phone 

was not unusual, as from September 12, through 16, there was minimal usage of the 

phone between about 7:00 and 10:30 p.m. (9 RT 1718-1719.) 

 At 10:23 p.m., Pape checked his voicemail; his phone hit off a tower in 

Cathedral City near James Workman school and appellant’s residence. (9 RT 1651, 

1662; 12 RT 1841.)  At 10:43 and 10:59 p.m., Pape called Honaker; Tower 707 was 

hit near his residence. (9 RT 1652, 1662.) 

 In Bole’s opinion, the cell towers used by the phones traveled south after 

7:00 p.m., including Towers 705 and 745, which are in Palm Desert, a considerable 

distance from appellant’s residence and the school. (9 RT 1652-1653, 1667-1668.) 

 There was communication between Pape’s and Rebecca’s phones from 

September 14, through September 17; ten calls connected for approximately 29 

minutes. (9 RT 1647-1648.)  There were seven voicemails and 18 text messages of 
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unknown content. (9 RT 1648, 1681.)  It is not possible to tell if a voicemail had 

been left, or there was just seizure time. (9 RT 1682.) 

 On April 19, 2018, starting at 9:40 p.m., Bodmer and Investigator Lester 

Harvey did separate drive tests from the crime scene to Highway 74, down to Palm 

Desert, where Highway 74 became Monterey Avenue and intersected with Highway 

111, and then took separate routes to 30th Avenue just past appellant’s residence. 

(11 RT 2185-2189.)  Bodmer finished his drive test at 10:17, taking 37 minutes, 39 

seconds. (11 RT 2197-2198.)   Harvey finished in 38 minutes, 15 seconds. (11 RT 

2198.)  The time to drive is affected by many factors. (11 RT 2218-2119.)   

Pape’s Defense Case 

Impeachment of Witt 

 In 2001, Witt was convicted of felony impersonating a peace officer, which 

was unknown at the time of Witt’s preliminary hearing testimony. (13 RT 2607-

2608.)  

 In 2008, Corrie Smith (Corrie) worked for Knott’s Soak City as a manager. 

(13 RT 2611-2612.)  On April 2, 2008, Corrie was at work at 7:00 a.m., when Witt, 

the security supervisor, entered Corrie’s office. (13 RT 2612-2614.)  Witt said he 

wanted to give Tyler Currie, the park’s general manager, a trespass warning; such 

warnings are issued to guests telling them not to reenter the property. (13 RT 2614-

2616.)  Witt’s notice ordered Currie to vacate the premises.  Corrie told Witt that 

Currie would not be there until later. (13 RT 2616.)  Witt display a hatchet in his 

truck to Corrie and said he was issuing the trespass warning, and if Currie did not 

comply and leave the property, he was going to have to kill him. (13 RT 2617.)  

Corrie called 911.  The police arrived and contacted Witt.  Witt was no longer an 

employee after that day. (13 RT 2618.)  

 Gregory Ellis was the president of the homeowner’s association of the 

condominium project where Witt had resided since 2007, and the two men had a 

contentious relationship. (13 RT 2623-2624.)  In March 2016, Witt carried a rifle in 

a bag from his apartment to his truck. (13 RT 2625, 2629.)  In April 2016, Ellis was 
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talking to a person whom Witt had harassed, when Witt walked towards Ellis and 

pulled up his shirt to display a gun. (13 RT 2625-2627.)  

 On March 22, 2016, Witt was arrested when in a parking lot with a small 

handgun in his car. (14 RT 2655-2657.) 

 James Carter was a former neighbor of Witt. (14 RT 2658-2659.)  In about 

February 2018, Carter worked with Sam Gayer, who knew some of the people 

involved in the instant case. (14 RT 2659-2660, 2663.)  Carter had a conversation 

with Gayer about Witt’s involvement in the case.  Gayer then asked Carter if he 

would be willing to talk about Witt’s statements with a defense investigator, and 

Carter gave Gayer his phone number. (14 RT 2663.)  The defense investigator, 

Merek Kasprzyk, phoned Carter in March 2018, and Carter said they could speak 

later that day, but they did not. (14 RT 2660, 2663, 2666-3667, 2672.)  Kasprzyk 

contacted Carter to interview him about six or seven times on different days. (14 RT 

2667.)  Carter never said he did not want to speak to him, but he did not respond to 

Kasprzyk’s phone calls and texts. (14 RT 2661, 2664, 2668.)   Instead, Carter told 

Witt that he did not want to be contacted by the defense, which was trying to ask 

him about the conversation Carter had had with Gayer. (14 RT 2661, 2663.)  Carter 

gave Witt the investigator’s contact information, but not permission to act in his 

name. (14 RT 2661-2662.)  Then, Kasprzyk received a text from a different phone 

number, which Kasprzyk later learned was associated with Witt.  The text said it 

was from Carter, not to use his old number and to text what he needed from him.  

Kasprzyk tried to arrange a phone interview. (14 RT 2669.)  The response was that 

a text interview was preferred, so Kasprzyk engaged in an interview by text with 

Witt, who impersonated Carter.  Witt knew of the conversation Kasprzyk wanted to 

ask Carter about and essentially denied the contents of that conversation and never 

admitted he was actually Witt. (14 RT 2670-2671.)18 

                                              

     18 The court would not permit Kasprzyk to testify regarding the content of the 
conversation about which he was seeking information. (14 RT 2671.)  This is the 
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Miscellaneous Evidence 

 On the night of September 17, Araceli Summerlee drove to the Friedli 

residence with her husband. (13 RT 1632-1633.)   Flames were emanating from the 

roof or top floor.  She stayed back from the front of the house. (13 RT 2634.)  

About 20 minutes later, a deputy walked with her close to the garage. (13 RT 2635-

2636.)  The garage door was closed then, and one of the firefighters was trying to 

open the door with a tool. (13 RT 2635, 2639.)  

 The age and sex of the person in the wheelbarrow were obvious, and law 

enforcement’s early assumption was that this was Rebecca. (13 RT 2705.)  

 No shell casing found in Pape’s residence on October 2, 2007, was consistent 

with having been fired from a Glock handgun. (14 RT 2727, 2731.) 

 The RSA pen at the crime scene was lying in the dirt near the wheelbarrow 

and was finally collected on September 22. (13 RT 2678-2679, 2680-2683.)  Every 

deputy sheriff was a member of RSA, and such pens were common in the sheriff’s 

department. (13 RT 2683-2685.)  No one responded to an email sent to department 

personnel who were at the crime scene on the night of the crimes to see if they 

might have dropped the pen. (13 RT 2682-2683.)  Ron Friedli, Rebecca’s father, 

was a member of RSA during the time he was a member of the department up until 

the time of his promotion to sergeant. (3 RT 584; 13 RT 2687-2688.)  

 Before Bodmer interviewed Witt, he had Witt listen to a good portion of 

Witt’s 2011 anonymous call. (14 RT 2754.) 

Appellant’s Defense Case 

 In 2016, Investigator Harvey did multiple drive tests from the crime scene to 

the Date Palm cell tower coverage area, and this took between 33 and 45 minutes. 

(14 RT 2712, 2714-2715.)   

 

 

                                                                                                                                         

subject of Argument II, post. 
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ARGUMENT 
 

I.    THE TRIAL COURT’S EXCLUSION OF THIRD-PARTY         
       CULPABIITY EVIDENCE, WHICH WOULD HAVE RAISED MORE 
      THAN A REASONABLE DOUBT OF APPELLANT’S GUILT,  
      DEPRIVED APPELLANT OF HIS SIXTH AND FOURTEENTH  
      AMENDMENT RIGHTS TO PRESENT A MEANINGFUL DEFENSE  
      AND TO DUE PROCESS OF LAW  

     A.   Introduction 

 Defendants sought admission of third-party culpability evidence that 

circumstantially connected Garcia and Santiago to the crimes, so as to raise a 

reasonable doubt of the defendants’ guilt.  The trial abused its discretion by 

excluding the evidence.  The court overly focused on the prosecution’s evidence, 

which was primarily circumstantial and which the court credited in the light most 

favorable to the prosecution, although the defense was challenging the evidence.  At 

the same time, the court ignored most of the defense proffered third-party 

culpability evidence, and then, made a comparative analysis of the prosecution’s 

case and the third-party culpability evidence and essentially ruled that the 

prosecution’s case was much stronger, instead of conducting the proper analysis to 

determine whether the third-party evidence was capable of raising a reasonable 

doubt of defendants' guilt.   The court’s error prejudiced appellant’s Sixth and 

Fourteenth Amendment rights to present exculpatory evidence and to due process.  

B.  Relevant Proceedings 

 Appellant’s trial brief argued appellant had due process and Sixth 

Amendment rights to present third-party culpability evidence based on the 

statements and actions of Jacob Santiago, Nicholas Crum, Austin Alba, Jessica 

Henry, Beau Nash and Bonnie Garcia. (2nd Supp CT 65-68.)  The brief set forth all 

the evidence expected to be produced at trial, including testimony from these 

witnesses. (2nd Supp CT 4-54.)   

 Included was anticipated testimony that when LeClair asked to see Garcia’s 

shoes, Garcia spontaneously responded that his footprints were up there.  Garcia 
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claimed he had been up in the desert behind the Friedli residence on Friday, the 

15th, and he may have left footprints then. (2nd Supp CT 13.) 

 Included was anticipated testimony from Santiago, Garcia’s cousin, who had 

broken up with Rebecca two days before her death, and who had been interviewed 

numerous times by law enforcement, starting in 2006 (2nd Supp CT 24-33), as 

follows.  After the fire, Garcia stayed with Santiago.  Santiago had met Rebecca in 

July 2006, but Garcia spent far more time with her and seemed to resent being 

treated only as a friend. (2nd Supp CT 25.)  Santiago believed Garcia was supposed 

to be with Rebecca on the night of the fire, but she told Garcia not to come up.  

Santiago repeatedly said that the investigators needed to talk to Garcia, as Garcia 

knew what had happened and was up there with Rebecca “`right until she passed.´”  

Santiago turned his cell phone off to conserve the battery at times.  He called 

Rebecca’s cell phone at 6:40 p.m. on the night of the fire, which was the same time 

Garcia said he talked to her on the phone for the last time. (2nd Supp CT 27.)  

Garcia told Santiago that he had been with Rebecca all day on Sunday until the 

evening, but Rebecca told Garcia not to return to her house because Pape would be 

there soon. (2nd Supp CT 28.)  Garcia’s theory was that Pape was going hiking with 

Rebecca on Sunday.  Garcia told Santiago after the homicides that there was to be 

this hike, but it had been canceled and Rebecca had told Garcia not to come back up 

to her house even after Pape had canceled. (2nd Supp CT 29.)  Garcia also said he 

thought Rebecca had tried to run and had been caught and brought back in the 

wheelbarrow. (2nd Supp CT 29-30.)  When initially speaking to investigators, 

Santiago did not reveal he had broken up with Rebecca, but only after being 

questioned about this, and Santiago said it was not a big breakup, and they were still 

talking. (2nd Supp CT 30, 32.)  Garcia told Santiago that on Sunday, he was with 

Rebecca all day and they were driving around Anza, up in the mountains, and 

hanging out together, but then Santiago said that Garcia said he was on the phone 

with Rebecca, driving around Anza. (2nd Supp CT 33.) 

 According to Corline, who lived in Pinyon Pines near the Friedli residence, 
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Garcia said he learned from a man who lived up there about the fire and asked 

Corline to go see if it was true, so Corline checked. (2nd Supp CT 33.)  Rebecca 

often hiked out towards the hills behind her home. (2nd Supp CT 34.)   

 According to Crum, a few days after the fire, he saw a red gas can, a roll of 

plastic bags and a small shovel in the trunk of Garcia’s car.  The car was crashed 

and totaled in Pinyon Pines two weeks later.  After Rebecca’s death, Santiago did 

not appear sad, but Garcia became strange.  Garcia repeatedly went to the crime 

scene, sometimes with friends, took photos of the property and showed off a photo 

on his phone of the burned wheelbarrow.  Garcia moved away a few months after 

the fire, and when Crum saw Garcia about two years later, all Garcia would talk 

about was Rebecca. (2nd Supp CT 35.)  A few weeks after the fire, Crum attended a 

meeting at the home of Garcia’s mother, Bonnie Garcia (Bonnie), with Corline, 

Nash, Santiago and other friends, which appeared to be a meeting for Bonnie to 

gauge the reaction of her son’s friends and to make sure everyone was supporting 

him.  (2nd Supp CT 34.)      

 According to Austin Alba, Santiago’s roommate at the time of the 

homicides, Garcia and Santiago knew Alba had a shotgun under his bed. (2nd Supp 

CT 39, 40.)  According to Crum, before the fire, Alba had shown Crum the shotgun.  

(2nd Supp CT 35.)  Alba was gone the weekend of the fire and did not see Santiago 

all weekend. (2nd Supp CT 41.)   

 According to Alex Foulon, a good friend of Garcia, the night before the fire, 

Garcia told Foulon that Pape was supposed to go see Rebecca, and Garcia was 

supposed to go, but Pape had blown her off and did not go.  Garcia wanted to go 

anyway, but he said Rebecca told him not to come because she did not want anyone 

up there for the night.  Alba said he hated Rebecca and said, “Well, you remember 

what happened to the last bitch I didn’t like.”  Garcia was unhappy when Rebecca 

started dating Santiago. (2nd Supp CT 36.) 

 The prosecution filed a motion to exclude third-party culpability evidence 

before receiving appellant’s trial brief. (9 CT 1858-1868.)  Appellant filed a 
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supplemental trial brief on various issues. (9 CT 1933-1961.)   Pape joined in 

appellant’s arguments. (9 CT 1884.)   

 Appellant’s supplemental brief included additional anticipated testimony 

bearing on the third-party culpability issue.  According to Megan Lowder, it was 

common knowledge in the high school she attended with Garcia and Rebecca, that 

Garcia was “madly in love and obsessed with” Rebecca, that Rebecca talked about 

wanting to get away from him at times because he would not leave her alone and 

that Garcia was visibly upset when Rebecca resumed her relationship with Pape at 

one point.  A few weeks after the fire, Garcia, Lowder and some other people went 

to the Friedli residence to pay their respects to the victims, but instead, Garcia 

conducted a 45-minute tour around the property and explained in detail how the 

murders occurred.  Garcia pointed out where the parents were shot in the living 

room, said Rebecca had been dragged out of the house by her hair, shot, placed in a 

wheelbarrow and then set on fire when she was likely still alive.  Garcia claimed his 

information came from police reports given to him by his mother. (9 CT 1934.) 

 According to Nash, who was questioned on September 18, Nash was a good 

friend of Garcia.  Garcia was obsessed with Rebecca and stalked her.  If she did not 

answer her phone, he would drive to her house to check on her.  Garcia’s behavior 

towards Rebecca seemed bizarre.  Santiago and Rebecca had been arguing for the 

week before her death. (9 CT 1935.)  Nash and Garcia spent the night at Rebecca’s 

house on Friday, September 15, in her bedroom.  Although Garcia had volunteered 

to detectives that his shoe prints would be in the desert behind her residence 

because he had walked around up there Friday night, Nash denied walking around 

the property that night.  Rebecca and Garcia would go up there alone all the time.  

On September 17, Nash talked to Rebecca on the phone between 4:00 and 5:00 

p.m., and she indicated she was driving home to study and do homework, as she had 

school Monday morning. (9 CT 1936.)  Nash and Garcia were supposed to meet her 

Sunday night at her house, but Nash did not go.  In 2015, Nash said he did not call 

her on Sunday. (9 CT 1936-1937.)  Nash heard about the murders when Garcia 
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called him at 9:00 a.m., and they drove up there at 10:45.  Garcia appeared to fake 

sob over Rebecca’s death.  Garcia told him two weeks later that he had been 

joyriding around Pinyon Pines on the night of the fire. (9 CT 1937.) 

 The prosecution filed a supplemental motion to exclude the evidence and 

argued the career and relationships of Garcia’s mother and the failure of Garcia or 

Santiago to take polygraphs should be excluded. (9 CT 1963-1970.)  

 The court stated that under People v. Hall (1986) 41 Cal.3d 826 (Hall), more 

than motive or opportunity was required, but evidence directly or circumstantially 

linking a third person to the crime, so as to create some reasonable doubt of the 

defendant’s guilt, a standard with which appellant’s counsel (counsel) agreed. (1 RT 

238-239.)  The court said it would rule based on the proffered evidence without live 

testimony. (1 RT 239-240.)  

 In orally arguing that Garcia and Santiago were circumstantially linked to the 

crimes, counsel noted the following.  Santiago and Rebecca had broken up two to 

three days before the incident.  When interviewed, Santiago stated he was home all 

that day and had no contact with anyone. (1 RT 240.)  Santiago knew his roommate 

Alba had a shotgun under his bed. (1 RT 240-241.)  Santiago appeared to be 

heartbroken over the breakup.  Garcia told a witness named Brandon Kugler-

Harrison that Santiago and he were driving around the area of Pinyon Flats and 

Anza at, or near, the time of the crimes.  When Alba was asked whether Santiago 

was home on Sunday, the 17th, Alba said he could not remember.  Alba said 

Santiago’s phone was without a charger, so the phone was not used during the time 

of the homicides.  Counsel noted this was the mirror image of the prosecution’s 

position that the defendants’ phones were not being used during this time period. (1 

RT 241.)  Counsel argued that evidence Santiago and Garcia were driving around 

during the period of the homicides and Santiago’s phone was not pinging off any 

towers linked them to the crimes, since the court was permitting the defendants’ 

phone evidence to link them to the crimes. (1 RT 241.)  The court said there was a 

difference in that there was proffered testimony that the defendants’ phones, though 
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off, could be tracked to some degree, and asked if there was any tracking of 

Santiago’s phone. (1 RT 241-242.)  Counsel stated there was no such evidence, but 

Santiago’s phone was off at the relevant time, and when Santiago was first 

interviewed by law enforcement, he did not mention that just days before, he had 

broken up with Rebecca.  Counsel stated that after the homicide, Garcia went and 

stayed with Santiago, and in one of Santiago’s statements, Santiago said they got 

together to ensure their stories were the same. (1 RT 242.)  Counsel argued that this 

was circumstantial evidence Santiago and Garcia had something to do with 

perpetration of the crimes. (1 RT 242-243.)   

 Counsel further noted that Garcia’s amorous intentions towards Rebecca 

were not returned, that Garcia called her constantly every day, all day, according to 

his phone records, but Garcia made no calls to her from about 6:45 p.m. until about 

11:00 p.m. on the night of the homicides, that Garcia was the last person to talk to 

her, that he was invited to her house that evening, but when he called and said he 

was five minutes ways, she said not to come.  Counsel noted that just like the 

defendants’ phone, Garcia’s phone was not operational, and that he said he talked to 

her as he was driving up the hill from the Coachella Valley and that he was driving 

around the Pinyon Pines area and Anza. (1 RT 243.) 

 The court inquired concerning tracking evidence on Garcia’s phone.  

Counsel noted that in one of Garcia’s statements, he said he would go up and down 

the hill all the time, and he knew where to stop on the hill to get service, and the 

prosecution said they had a drive study, indicating a phone could be somewhere up 

the hill and ping off a tower in the Coachella Valley. (1 RT 244.)  Counsel stated 

Garcia had given some inconsistent stories about where he was that night, first 

saying he went to Cory Donovan’s, then saying Donovan picked him up and took 

him to his house and then saying Donovan did not have a job and he was driving 

around. (1 RT 244-245.)  Counsel noted that Lowder stated that sometime close 

after the homicides, Garcia took her and others to the crime scene and indicated that 

Vickie and Hayward were killed in the house and Rebecca was dragged by her hair 
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and then killed. (1 RT 245.)  Lowder stated she was almost freaked out by Garcia’s 

detailed explanations, and Garcia then said the reason he knew this is because his 

mother gave him access to the police reports; however, the reports do not state these 

details or the sequence of events. (1 RT 245-246.)  Counsel argued this evidence, 

coupled with Garcia’s amorous intentions towards Rebecca, went beyond motive 

and opportunity.  Counsel added that Crum stated that days after the homicides, he 

saw shovels, plastic bags and gasoline cans in Santiago’s truck, and there was 

evidence that the ground was disturbed where the prosecution thinks there was 

contact with Rebecca.  In addition, Santiago had access to Alba’s gun, and Santiago 

and Garcia were both children of police officers, who commonly have guns. (1 RT 

245.) 

 Counsel argued that given that the prosecution’s case was largely 

circumstantial, the defendants should be permitted to elicit circumstantial evidence 

that could raise a reasonable doubt of their guilt, including the absence of phone 

activity during the relevant times, personal relationships with Rebecca, Santiago’s 

being acrimonious, and Garcia’s having had his overtures rejected, and Garcia’s 

having given inconsistent statements.  Jeff Moore (Moore), Pape’s counsel, added 

that the morning after the crime, Garcia arrived at the scene and one of the first 

things he did was to advise an officer in charge of the scene that his footprints 

would be found there. (1 RT 247-248.) 

 The prosecutor attempted to counter some of the facts stated by the defense. 

(1 RT 248.)20  The prosecutor argued there was no evidence Santiago was 

heartbroken over his breakup with Rebecca, and the prosecutor did not see evidence  

Kugler was told Santiago and Garcia were both driving in the hills around the time 

of the murders, and only Santiago said he was driving in the area.  The prosecutor 

stated that the analysis of Garcia’s phone supported that Garcia was driving along 

Highway 74 to Anza, that he spoke to Rebecca several times, but his phone kept 

                                              
20 Two prosecutors tried the case; appellant does not differentiate between them. 
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dying, that Garcia was on the valley floor and his phone pinged off a tower in Palm 

Desert at 7:45 and 7:47 and then off towers in Cathedral City from 7:50 through 

11:40 p.m. and that Garcia made calls to Rebecca after 11:00 p.m., trying to reach 

her. (1 RT 249.)  The prosecutor stated that Santiago’s phone pinged off a tower in 

Palm Desert, where he lived, in the morning and at noon, and at 6:00 p.m. and 

shortly before midnight. (1 RT 249-250.)  The prosecutor conceded he could not 

say whether between 6:20 and 11:00 p.m. that evening, the phone was turned off or 

out of the area, but in Santiago’s first interview, he said his phone was turned off. (1 

RT 250.)  The prosecutor argued that the shovel, trash bags and gas cans were seen 

months after the homicide, and the evidence was conflicting whether they were in 

Santiago’s, Alba’s or Garcia’s trunk. (1 RT 250-252.)  The prosecutor argued that 

with respect to Lowder’s statements, there was no house during the tour of the 

property, and Garcia’s statements during the tour had some false facts. (1 RT 251.)  

The prosecutor stated the tour occurred about a month after the homicides, there 

were few police reports, if any, written by then, the autopsies had not been 

conducted and Garcia sounded like an 18-year-old kid who was showing off.  The 

court asked what part of Garcia’s statements was false, and the prosecutor stated  

Garcia had said Rebecca was alive when she was set on fire.  Moore corrected that 

Garcia said she “probably” was alive. (1 RT 252.) 

 Counsel clarified that he misspoke when he referred to the items being in 

Santiago’s trunk, as they were in Garcia’s trunk. (1 RT 255.)  Counsel stated that 

Garcia totaled his car within two weeks of the homicides, so the observations of the 

gas cans and other items in his truck did not occur months later.  Counsel stated that 

Crum in his interview stated that three or four days after the homicides, he saw gas 

cans, rolls of plastic bags and a small shovel, and this was significant because 

officers had stated that in the area where they thought Rebecca had been assaulted, 

it appeared the earth had been disturbed, and some digging might have occurred. (1 

RT 253.)  Counsel noted that Garcia was showing Lowder the slab of the house and 

the floor area where he knew the killings had occurred, and where Rebecca had 
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been dragged out of the house and put in a wheelbarrow and stated that maybe she 

was alive, and that Garcia’s knowledge, if there were no police reports, was even 

more concerning. (1 RT 254.)  

Counsel argued that Santiago’s phone being off between 6:20 and 11:00 p.m. 

might have been because charges on phones did not last long back then, but the 

prosecution intended to rely on appellant’s phone being off during the same time 

period to infer appellant’s location. (1 RT 254-255.)  Counsel further argued that 

the prosecutor had not responded to the fact that Garcia was sleeping in the same 

bed with Rebecca and contacting her 30 or 40 times a day, but did not call her 

between 6:40 and 11:00 p.m.  Counsel argued that Santiago had had a personal 

relationship with Rebecca, and Santiago and Garcia, or at least Santiago, was 

driving in the area of the crimes at or near the relevant time, depending on whose 

story one believed. (1 RT 255.)   

Counsel further argued that the phone tower information was misleading 

because law enforcement never obtained the sector information to determine the 

direction from which a phone signal was emanating in the Coachella Valley, that 

this also affected the analysis of Garcia’s phone, that the cell tower information was 

subject to different interpretations and that there was information Rebecca invited 

Garcia to come up, but then told him not to come. (1 RT 255-256.)  Moore added 

that in a statement to a police investigator, Kugler said that a few days after the 

homicides, he had lunch with Garcia and Santiago, and Garcia stated that on the day 

of the homicide, Santiago and he drove back from the Hemet area via Highway 74 

through Pinyon Pines, and while they were in the area of Pinyon Pines, Garcia 

called Rebecca and asked if they could stop by her residence before she went to 

work, and she told Garcia no, because Pape was on his way to go hiking, and that 

Garcia and Santiago were pointing fingers at Pape and somebody else. (1 RT 256-

257.)  When the investigator asked Kugler if he was sure Garcia stated that Santiago 

was with him at the time, Kugler said he was unsure, but he assumed he was 

because Santiago did not have a vehicle. (1 RT 257.)   
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 The court stated it had to consider the evidence proffered regarding Garcia 

and Santiago, but not in a vacuum, but also the evidence regarding defendants. (1 

RT 257-258.)  The court claimed not to be necessarily determining guilt or 

innocence, but whether there was any inference Garcia or Santiago were involved in 

the crimes, which made it necessary for the court to consider contrary evidence. (1 

RT 258-259.) 

 The court noted there was evidence Garcia was in love with Rebecca, and 

Santiago had just broken up with her, and arguably some evidence Garcia could 

have been angry, and Santiago may have been upset at her.  The court stated 

physical evidence does not lie.  The court found that it appeared Garcia was 

nowhere near Pinyon Pines at the time of the homicides. (1 RT 259.)  The court 

stated Garcia was on the valley floor, and he would not have called Rebecca’s 

house after the homicides had he known no one was alive.  The court found that 

Santiago’s phone was apparently off, but the only other facts regarding him were 

that he had broken up with Rebecca a few days before and his roommate may have 

had a shotgun, but the gun was never tested to connect it to the homicides.  The 

court acknowledged Garcia and Santiago were cousins, but said it appeared to be 

substantially in question whether they were together on the night of the homicides. 

(1 RT 260.) 

 The court stated that Hall required consideration of the third-party 

culpability evidence against the evidence linking defendants to the crime.  The court 

found significant that there were plans for Pape to go hiking with Rebecca, although 

this evidence came mainly from Garcia, and that the cell phone evidence at the 

preliminary hearing, and as set forth in the briefs, showed the defendants’ phones 

were “in a location that was close to the area where the murders occurred.” (1 RT 

261.)21  The court also deemed significant the evidence that the business card, 

                                              

     21 This finding was completely erroneous.  The defendants’ phones were not 
shown to be near Pinyon Pines.  
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which was out of place, had appellant’s DNA and fingerprints on it, and that no 

similar physical evidence linked Garcia or Santiago to the scene. (1 RT 261-262.)  

The court also noted there was evidence from Witt of incriminating statements by 

appellant, but no similar evidence regarding Garcia and Santiago. (1 RT 262.)   

The court held that the third-party evidence was insufficient under Hall, 

given the evidence against Pape and appellant and the evidence against Garcia and 

Santiago, as there was no evidence linking Garcia and Santiago to the perpetration 

of the crime, such as to raise a reasonable doubt of the defendants’ guilt. (1 RT 262-

263.)  The defense asked the court to reconsider based on the Sixth Amendment, but 

the court maintained its ruling. (1 RT 263.) 

 Later, when counsel sought clarification, the court stated counsel could say 

the defendants did not commit the murders and the investigation was inadequate, 

but not that Garcia or some other particular person committed the murders. (2 RT 

303.)  The court stated counsel could inquire regarding Santiago’s relationship with 

Rebecca, if Santiago testified, as relevant to his bias, but not his whereabouts or 

whether his phone was off during the crimes. (2 RT 304.)22  The court also stated 

counsel could not ask if Garcia and Santiago were driving in the area of the crimes 

near the time of their commission. (2 RT 305.)  Counsel could question Garcia 

about his relationship with Rebecca, but not where he was on the night of the 

homicides or whether his phone was on or off. (2 RT 305-306.)  The court further 

precluded evidence of Garcia’s statements to Lowder regarding the crimes. (2 RT 

306-307.)  When counsel asked if he could cross-examine Garcia regarding his 

statements to show Garcia’s bias or interest in the outcome, the court said Garcia 

was just speculating as to how the murders occurred, which was not relevant to his 

testimony. (2 RT 307-308.)  The court also excluded evidence that Garcia had gas 

cans, shovels and plastic bags in the back of his car and that Garcia and Santiago 

got together to get their stories straight. (2 RT 308, 310.) 

                                              

    22 Santiago did not testify. 
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 C. The Trial Court Erred by Excluding the Third-Party Culpability  
      Evidence Because the Evidence Was Capable of Raising a Reasonable  
      Doubt of Appellant’s Guilt by Circumstantially Linking Garcia and   
      Santiago to the Crimes  

 A trial court's ruling on third party culpability evidence is reviewed for abuse 

of discretion. (People v. Prince (2007) 40 Cal.4th 1179, 1242.) 

 The standard for evaluating the admissibility of such evidence was set forth 

in Hall, supra, 41 Cal.3d at p. 833, as follows:   

 [T]he third-party evidence need not show `substantial proof of 
a probability´ that the third person committed the act; it need only be 
capable of raising a reasonable doubt of defendant's guilt. At the same 
time, we do not require that any evidence, however remote, must be 
admitted to show a third party's possible culpability.  [] . . . evidence 
of mere motive or opportunity to commit the crime in another person, 
without more, will not suffice to raise a reasonable doubt about a 
defendant's guilt: there must be direct or circumstantial evidence 
linking the third person to the actual perpetration of the crime. 

 
 In addition, a criminal defendant has a Constitutional right to present 

relevant exculpatory evidence. (Rock v. Arkansas (1987) 483 U.S. 44, 51, fn. 8.)  

This includes third-party culpability evidence, because although state and federal 

laws may establish rules excluding evidence from criminal trials, the rules may not 

deprive a defendant of a meaningful opportunity to present a complete defense. 

(Holmes v. South Carolina (2006) 547 U.S. 319, 324-325 (Holmes).)  The Sixth 

Amendment right to present a defense is fundamental to Fourteenth Amendment 

due process. (Chambers v. Mississippi (1973) 410 U.S. 284, 302 (Chambers); 

Washington v. Texas (1967) 388 U.S. 14, 19.)   

 In assessing the admissibility of third party culpability evidence, the trial 

court must consider whether the evidence could raise a reasonable doubt of the 

defendant's guilt and whether it is substantially more prejudicial than probative 

under Evidence Code section 352. (People v. Bradford (1997) 15 Cal.4th 1229, 

1325.)   Here, the trial court did not reach the second issue, as it found there was no 

evidence linking Garcia and Santiago to the crimes. (1 RT 262-263.) 
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 Although there was no direct evidence linking them to the crimes, there was 

circumstantial evidence, and nothing more was required under Hall to obtain 

admission of the third-party culpability evidence.  The court barely mentioned the 

defense proffered evidence and instead, focused on the prosecution’s case, which 

the defense was challenging, and drew inferences favorable to the prosecution, 

although this was for the jury to determine.  In reality, the court found that the case 

against defendants was stronger than the case against Garcia and Santiago, but this 

was not a valid consideration or determinant.  As noted in Hall, supra, 41 Cal.3d at 

p. 833, “the third-party evidence need not show `substantial proof of a probability´ 

that the third person committed the act; it need only be capable of raising a 

reasonable doubt of defendant's guilt.”  This is in contrast to the prosecution’s 

burden to find a defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. 

 The following third-party culpability evidence went beyond evidence of 

motive and opportunity as to Garcia.  Santiago repeatedly told investigators to talk 

to Garcia, as Garcia knew what had happened and was up there with Rebecca 

“`right until she passed.´” (2nd Supp CT 27.)  A few weeks after the murders, 

Garcia actually described where and how the three murders occurred during a tour 

he conducted of the property.  He pointed out where the parents were shot in the 

house, and said Rebecca had been dragged out of the house by her hair, shot, placed 

in a wheelbarrow and set on fire when she was likely still alive. (9 CT 1934.)  

Garcia claimed his information came from police reports, but few reports, if any, 

had been written by then, and the reports do not state the information Garcia stated. 

(9 CT 1934; 1 RT 245-246.)  When the court asked the prosecutor what Garcia had 

stated that was false, the prosecutor could only come up with Garcia’s statement 

that Rebecca was alive when she was set on fire.  Moore, however, corrected that 

Garcia said she “probably” was alive. (1 RT 252.)  In reality, Rebecca’s killer might 

not have known whether she was alive or not.      

 The court accepted the prosecutor’s argument that Garcia did not know what 

he was talking about when he detailed the murders.  The court stated Garcia was 
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just speculating as to how the murders occurred. (2 RT 306-307.)  However, much 

of what Garcia said was not shown to be incorrect.  Vickie and Hayward were shot 

in the house, and Rebecca was set afire in the wheelbarrow.  No proof showed the 

sequence of the murders, or showed Rebecca was not shot, so as to counter what 

Garcia said.  Garcia’s statements detailing the crimes, to the extent that what he said 

was proven true and was not public knowledge, supported a reasonable inference 

that he participated in the crimes, an inference the jury should have been permitted 

to make. (See Bies v. Sheldon (6th Cir. 2014) 775 F.3d 386, 404 [a person who did 

not commit the crime will not possess nonpublic knowledge of the crime details].)  

In addition, it seems very unlikely that someone not present during the murders 

would have come up with the specific detail that Rebecca had been dragged out of 

the house by her hair and shot before being set afire in the wheelbarrow. 

 “[T]rial courts [must] avoid hasty conclusions that third-party-culpability 

evidence is ‘incredible’; this determination. . . ‘is properly the province of the  

jury.’ ” (People v. Cudjo (1993) 6 Cal.4th 585, 610.)  As explained in Hall, supra, 

41 Cal.3d at p. 834, “ ‘if the evidence is in truth calculated to cause the jury to 

doubt, the court should not attempt to decide for the jury that this doubt is purely 

speculative and fantastic but should afford the accused every opportunity to create 

that doubt.’ [Citation.]”  Thus, it was for the jury to infer whether Garcia was just 

speculating or whether he knew what had happened during the crimes because he 

participated in them. 

 Other post-crime behavior by Garcia suggested his culpability.  The morning 

after the crimes, when Garcia arrived at the scene, one of the first things he did was 

to advise an officer that his footprints would be found there. (1 RT 247-248.)  He 

was obviously concerned about being viewed as a suspect.  In addition, Garcia 

appeared to fake sob over Rebecca’s death. (9 CT 1937.)  After her death, Garcia 

became strange.  He repeatedly went to the crime scene, sometimes with friends, 

took photos of the property and showed off a photo on his phone of the burned 

wheelbarrow. (2nd Supp CT 35.)  In addition, Santiago and Garcia got together to 
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ensure their stories matched. (1 RT 242.)   

 Beyond Garcia’s post-crime statements and behavior, a few days after the 

fire, Crum saw a red gas can, a roll of plastic bags and a small shovel in the trunk of 

Garcia’s car. (2nd Supp CT 35.)  The gas can has obvious relevance, and the shovel 

was significant.  As pointed out by counsel, in the area where law enforcement 

thought Rebecca had been assaulted, it appeared the earth had been disturbed, and 

digging might have occurred.  Garcia and Santiago also had access to a shotgun in 

Santiago’s residence, and a shotgun was used to kill Hayward. (2nd Supp CT 39, 

40, 41.)  The court commented that no forensic testing had been done to tie the 

shotgun to the crime. (1 RT 260.)  However, no forensic evidence ever tied 

defendants to the guns found in their residences in 2007, yet, the prosecution was 

relying on that evidence to inculpate them.  The court repeatedly drew inferences 

from the evidence favorable to the prosecution and discounted those favorable to 

the defense, although the proffered third-party evidence was sufficient to link 

Garcia to the crimes.  

 There was also sufficient circumstantial evidence linking Santiago to the 

crimes.  The prosecution theorized there were two perpetrators based on the use of 

two different guns and the two sets of footprints behind the Friedli residence.  

Santiago was closely connected to Garcia, his cousin, and the fact that Garcia and 

Santiago got together to get their stories straight after the crimes, that both had 

cause to be upset with Rebecca, that there was evidence Santiago and Garcia or one 

of them was driving up in the Pinyon Pines area about the time of the crimes, that 

Santiago’s cell phone made no calls during the time period of the crimes and there 

was no cell phone coverage in the Pinyon Pines area, and that Santiago told 

investigators that Garcia was with Rebecca until the time she passed was more than 

sufficient circumstantial evidence to link both Garcia and Santiago to the crimes. (1 

RT 241-242, 256-257; 2nd Supp CT 27.)  The significance of this evidence should 

have been left to the jury’s determination, as it was sufficient to raise a reasonable 

doubt of the defendants’ guilt.  
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 The court did not properly assess the significance of the third-party 

culpability evidence.  Although the court stated it was not “necessarily” determining 

the guilt or innocence of defendants, but needed to assess this evidence to determine 

if the third-party culpability evidence could raise a reasonable doubt of their guilt (1 

RT 258-259), the strength of the prosecution’s case was, in fact, the court’s 

paramount focus. 

 This over-focus on the prosecution’s case was erroneous.  In Holmes, supra, 

547 U.S. at pp. 328-331, the United States Supreme Court held that a defendant’s 

federal constitutional rights were violated by a state evidence rule that precluded 

admission of third-party culpability evidence if the prosecution had introduced 

forensic evidence that, if believed, strongly supported a guilty verdict, as the rule 

violated the defendant’s right to a meaningful opportunity to present a complete 

defense. (Id. at pp. 328-331.)  The state rule in Holmes made the critical inquiry the 

strength of the prosecution’s case, even when the evidence of third-party guilt, if 

viewed independently, would have great probative value, and the rule called for 

little, if any, examination of challenges to the reliability and credibility of the 

prosecution’s proof. (Id. at pp. 329-330.)  The Court stated, “Just because the 

prosecution’s evidence, if credited, would provide strong support for a guilty 

verdict, it does not follow that evidence of third-party guilt has only a weak logical 

connection to the central issues in the case.” (Id. at p. 330.)   

 In People v. Samaniego (2009) 172 Cal.App.4th 1148 (Samaniego), the 

defendants challenged the trial court’s exclusion of third-party culpability evidence 

on two bases: first, that the trial court erred in considering the strength of the 

prosecution’s case; and second, that there was sufficient evidence connecting a third 

party to the murder. (Id. at p. 1174.)  The appellate court declined to decide the first 

issue, which the court characterized as “difficult,” because it upheld the trial court’s 

finding of insufficient evidence to connect the third party to the murder. (Id. at p. 

1175.)  The court stated that although evaluation of third-party culpability evidence 

should focus on the probative value of that evidence, that as a practical matter, the 
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strength of the prosecution’s case would seem relevant to whether the third-party 

evidence raised a reasonable doubt of the defendant’s guilt. (Ibid.)  The court noted 

that Holmes did not consider the extent to which a trial court might consider the 

strength of the prosecution's case. (Id. at p. 1176.)  Samaniego then held that the 

trial court in that case had focused on the lack of connection between the third party 

and the crime, not the strength of the prosecution’s case, and that there was no 

compelling third-party culpability evidence as in Holmes. (Ibid.)  Here, the opposite 

occurred: the court focused on the strength of the prosecution’s case, and there was 

compelling third-party culpability evidence. 

 Holmes, at a minimum, stands for the proposition that in evaluating a proffer 

of third-party culpability evidence, the trial court must not overly focus on the 

strength of the prosecution’s case and must not ignore defense challenges to that 

evidence, but must assess the strength of the third-party evidence.   

 In appellant’s case, the trial court mainly relied on its view of the strength of 

the prosecution’s case, particularly the physical evidence, and made reliability 

determinations, despite defense challenges to that evidence.  The court also 

erroneously stated that the defendants’ phones were close to the murder scene. (1 

RT 261.)  Their phones were not shown to be anywhere near Pinyon Pines. 

Santiago’s phone was off, the same factor being used to incriminate defendants. (1 

RT 241-242.)   

The court also focused on evidence appellant’s DNA and fingerprints were 

on the business card and on Witt’s claim appellant made admissions; the court then 

stated there were no such physical evidence against Garcia and Santiago or 

admissions by them. (1 RT 261-262.)  Although the court repeated it was not 

making a determination of the defendants’ guilt or innocence (1 RT 262-263), the 

court was coming very close to doing just that, and it was erroneously viewing the 

prosecution’s evidence in the light most favorable to the prosecution, ignoring 

defense challenges to that evidence and giving little credence to the third-party 

culpability evidence.  Even where there is physical evidence against a defendant, 
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which if believed, strongly supports a verdict of guilt, the defendant still has the 

right to challenge that evidence and to elicit third-party culpability evidence linking 

third parties to the crime.   

The court’s ruling should not be based on a comparative decision regarding 

which evidence of guilt is stronger, because third-party culpability evidence “need 

not show `substantial proof of a probability´ that the third person committed the act; 

it need only be capable of raising a reasonable doubt of defendant's guilt.” (Hall, 

supra, 41 Cal.3d at p. 834.)  This is the paramount consideration, and whether 

evidence of a third party’s guilt is credible is a determination “properly the province 

of the jury.” (Ibid.)   

 In appellant’s case, the trial court’s ruling could be summed up as stating that 

the evidence against defendants was far stronger than the evidence against Garcia 

and Santiago.  This is not unusual once law enforcement has focused on particular 

suspects, as here, and the test is not which evidence is stronger.  The quantum of 

evidence necessary to produce reasonable doubt does not need to be nearly as 

strong as the evidence to convict.     

 Thus, the preclusion of the third-party culpability evidence was an abuse of 

discretion. 

D.  The Exclusion of the Evidence Violated Appellant’s Sixth and Fourteenth   
      Amendment Rights and Was Prejudicial          

Not only did the court’s ruling violate state law, but it also violated 

appellant’s Sixth Amendment right to present exculpatory evidence and his 

Fourteenth Amendment right to due process. (See Chambers, supra, 410 U.S. at p. 

284, 302; Washington v. Texas, supra, 388 U.S. at p. 19; Rock v. Arkansas, supra, 

483 U.S. at p. 51, fn. 8.)  The court excluded relevant and important evidence from 

which the jury would have likely found a reasonable doubt of appellant’s guilt. 

Prejudice from the federal constitutional error must be measured against the 

controlling federal standard of Chapman v. California (1967) 386 U.S. 18, 24 

(Chapman), which requires reversal unless the error was harmless beyond a 
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reasonable doubt. (See Delaware v. Van Arsdall (1986) 475 U.S. 673, 686-687.)   

Under this test, the inquiry is “whether the guilty verdict actually rendered in this 

trial was surely unattributable to the error.” (Sullivan v. Louisiana (1993) 508 U.S. 

275, 279.) 

  That conclusion cannot be reached here, and even under the prejudice 

standard of People v. Watson (1956) 46 Cal.2d 818, 836 (Watson), the error was 

prejudicial.   

The primary issue in this case was identity.  The prosecution presented a 

largely circumstantial evidence case, which contained significant ambiguities and 

weaknesses.  The  excluded evidence would have engendered a reasonable doubt 

defendants committed the crimes by presenting circumstantial evidence offering an 

alternate theory as to who might have done so.  As approved by the court, appellant 

and Pape were left as the only persons in view as the murderers. 

 The jury deliberated over a course of nine days--approximately eight full 

days of deliberations--before reaching verdicts against defendants.  (10 CT 2229, 

2232, 2237, 2245, 2247, 2249, 2258, 2258, 2375.)  If evidence of guilt had been 

strong, the deliberations would have been much shorter.  Short deliberations 

indicate a close and difficult case. (See In re Martin (1987) 44 Cal.3d 1, 51; People 

v. Vasquez (2018) 30 Cal.App.5th 786, 802-803.)  In addition, the jury requested 11 

additional copies of the transcripts of the defendants’ interviews and readback of the 

testimonies of Garcia, Honaker, and Tiffany Tisdale, the sister of Rebecca. (10 CT 

2234, 2235, 2250, 2263, 2264.)  Requests to have testimony reread also suggest jury 

difficulty. (People v. Pearch (1991) 229 Cal.App.3d 1282, 1295.) 

The jury’s difficulty with the prosecution’s case is understandable.  There 

was no motive evidence showing why defendants would have killed Rebecca.  

Although the sequence of the killings was unknown, it was the prosecution’s theory 

that Rebecca was killed first and then the other two victims were killed to prevent 

them from identifying the killers.  However, the prosecutor could not come up with 

a cogent motive for defendants to kill Rebecca.  The prosecutor suggested the 
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motive was Pape’s jealousy, as shown by his police statement that Rebecca would 

try to make him jealous.  The prosecutor said, “He was jealous.  He was upset and 

didn’t get the answer he wanted that night.” (14 RT 2894.)  This was wild 

speculation.  Pape had not dated Rebecca for many months and had a girlfriend, 

whom he eventually married (12 RT 2277), and it is unclear what answer Pape 

would have wanted from Rebecca.  If Pape wanted to be with her again, it would 

have been odd for him to take appellant with him. 

 Although the prosecutor claimed Rebecca was killed in the desert behind her 

house during a violent struggle (14 RT 2870), this too was speculation.  It is not 

known if there was a violent struggle.  Her cause of death was never determined, 

and she may have been shot like the other two victims.  LeClair admitted it was 

unknown what activity caused the disturbed area in the dirt, and it this might have 

been caused by digging or an animal. (8 RT 1328.)  It was unknown how long the 

Pro-Life Ministries business card had been out there, or when the wheelbarrow 

tracks were made. (8 RT 1341-1315, 1404-1405.)  Nothing connected the business 

card to anything having to do with Rebecca.   

In short, it was never determined where Rebecca was killed, the manner of 

her death or the motive.   

 Nothing placed defendants in Pinyon Pines at the time of the murders.  The 

first responder to the scene, who was driving a fire engine, encountered a small red 

truck speeding from the direction of the crime scene, and the truck failed to respond 

to sirens to yield the right away, but sped up and forced the fire engine to move 

over. (3 RT 496-499, 521.)  This truck was never connected to anyone associated 

with defendants.   

 The prosecutor used many exhibits in an effort to tie defendants to the crime 

scene by phone records and cell tower analyses, but the bottom line is that the 

evidence never placed defendants above the Coachella Valley.  The cell phone 

evidence, which was based on 2006 tower information, was ambiguous, because no 
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sector information was available to show even the direction a phone was in when it 

pinged off a particular tower, and tower coverages overlapped.   

 Any reasonable juror would have questioned the identification of appellant’s 

fingerprints on the business card, for after three forensic examiners did not find his 

fingerprints on the card, in 2018, another examiner miraculously did.  Although 

appellant’s DNA purportedly matched DNA on the card, this at best, showed that at 

some point in time appellant had touched the card.  Appellant was a close friend of 

Pape, whose mother might have had the card in her home.  There was no suggestion 

of blood, bodily fluids or any violence attached to the card.  It was unknown when 

this DNA was deposited on the card and when the card landed in the area where it 

was found. 

Although Witt claimed appellant made incriminating statements to him in 

2007, Witt’s credibility was subject to grave doubt, given his conduct of moral 

turpitude, including impersonating a police officer, but more importantly, not until 

2016, did Witt come up with his claim that appellant said they torched the place, 

although in his 2011 anonymous call, Witt stated he had told the officer everything 

he knew. (Supp CT 128-129.)   

The crimes occurred in 2006, and it took the prosecution over ten years to 

build a case against defendants that the prosecution deemed worthy of trial. 

Even then, the evidence against defendants was very weak.   

In light of the ambiguities and weaknesses in the prosecution’s case, the 

exclusion of the third-party culpability evidence was prejudicial, whether the 

Chapman or Watson prejudice standard is used to assess the error. 
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II.  THE COURT PREJUDICIALLY ERRED, IN VIOLATION OF  
      APPELLANT’S SIXTH AND FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT RIGHTS,   
      BY EXCLUDING EVIDENCE THAT WITT MADE STATEMENTS     
      THAT HE HAD BROKEN THE CASE WIDE OPEN AND SHOWING  
      HIS KNOWLEDGE THAT THERE WAS A LARGE REWARD  
 

A.   Introduction 

 Because Witt’s preliminary hearing testimony, which was read into evidence, 

was so damaging, being the only evidence of a purported admission by either defendant, 

it was critical to the defense to impeach Witt.  This was particularly true because the 

jury was unable to view Wittt’s demeanor and responses to questioning.  The court 

permitted the defense to introduce evidence Witt had impersonated Carter in a text to 

Pape’s defense investigator, Kasprzyk, who was trying to interview Carter regarding 

statements Witt had made to Carter. (See Statement of Evidence, Pape’s Defense 

Evidence, Impeachment of Witt, ante.)  The court viewed Witt’s impersonation of Witt 

as moral turpitude.  However, the court would not permit the defense to elicit the content 

of Witt’s statements to Carter, that is, that Witt had broken the case wide open and knew 

of, or expected, a large monetary reward.  The court denuded the evidence to the point 

that it had little value to the defense, given that the defense had other evidence of moral 

turpitude, including that Witt had been convicted of impersonating a police officer. (13 

RT 2607-2608.) 

 The court excluded the evidence regarding Witt’s statements as hearsay, but 

the statements were not hearsay, as they were not being offered for the truth of the 

matter, but to show Witt’s bias and attitudes.  The court also erred by excluding the 

evidence under Evidence Code section 352 on the basis the evidence would unduly 

consume time. 

B.  Relevant Proceedings 

 During his opening statement, the prosecutor made the point that in 2016, Witt 

told law enforcement about appellant’s statement, “Something went wrong and we 

torched the fucking place,” and that Witt did not want anything in return, had nothing to 

gain by testifying and had never asked for anything and would receive nothing for his 
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testimony. (4 Aug RT 685-686.)   

 When offering impeachment evidence against Witt, Moore stated that in March 

of that year (2018), Sam Gayer had informed Kasprzyk that Carter had said that Witt 

made statement that he was going to get $100,000 for his testimony, and Kasprzyk made 

contact with Carter, but Kasprzyk eventually received a text message from Witt, 

purporting to be Carter, denying Witt had made the statements. (10 RT 1905-1906.)   

 The prosecutor argued there should be more of an offer of proof and the evidence 

contained multiple levels of hearsay. (10 RT 1914-1915.)  Moore stated that whether or 

not Witt made the statement about $100,000, his conduct with Kasprzyk was relevant to 

his credibility. (10 RT 1920.)  Although the court acknowledged the incident had 

occurred during the trial, the court viewed the evidence as totally unrelated to the instant 

case. (10 RT 1944-1945, 1971.)  Counsel argued Witt made statements he was going to 

get $100,000 out of this case, which was counter to the prosecution’s opening statement. 

(10 RT 1972.)  The prosecutor argued the evidence was only relevant to bias if the 

defense could prove Witt said he was going to make $100,000. (10 RT 1974.) 

 A hearing under Evidence Code section 402 was held, and Carter, Gayer and 

Kasprzyk testified.  Carter testified as follows.  One to two years before, a newspaper 

article in The Desert Sun appeared with Witt on the front page. (10 RT 2017.)  Witt was 

anxious and said he was a witness in the instant case and he had basically busted the 

case open. (10 RT 2008, 2017.)  Witt did not say he was anticipating a reward, but he 

said he was worried there was a reward and somebody was trying to come after him. (10 

RT 2009, 2018.)  Witt said the reward was either $50,000 or $100,000. (10 RT 2009.)  

Carter could not recall the exact conversation, but Witt definitely mentioned a reward. 

(10 RT 2017, 2022.)  In February 2018, Carter was with Gayer, when Gayer received a 

phone call, said his friends were on trial for the Pinyon Pines case and seemed 

distressed. (10 RT 2008-2010, 2015.)  Carter told Gayer that he knew the guy who was 

solving the case and named Witt. (10 RT 2016.)  Gayer disparaged Witt and said Witt 

was after a reward. (10 RT 2016, 2021.)  Carter then indicated he had had a discussion 

with Witt about a reward. (10 RT 2010, 2016.)  Carter told Gayer that Witt may have 
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said he was getting a reward and mentioned it.  Carter said he would be willing to speak 

to a defense investigator about this. (10 RT 2010.)  Carter initially told Kasprzyk he 

would speak to him, but then blew him off. (10 RT 2011.)  Carter gave Kasprzyk’s 

phone number to Witt and asked him to contact Kasprzyk because he was asking 

questions about Witt. (10 RT 2012, 2019.)  Carter did not give Witt permission to 

impersonate him. (10 RT 2019, 2024.)  Carter feared for his life because people started 

following him after his conversation with Gayer. (10 RT 2013.) 

 Gayer testified as follows.  When Carter was with Gayer at work, Carter said he 

had lived next to Witt and that after the FBI went to Witt’s house, Witt told Carter that 

the FBI had offered him $1000,000 to testify. (10 RT 2027-2028.)  Carter brought up the 

subject of money or a reward. (10 RT 2028.)  Gayer was close to the case and was best 

friends with Pape and appellant. (10 RT 2031.)   

 Kasprzyk testified that on March 9, 2018, Gayer texted Kasprzyk that the day 

before, he had learned from Carter, that Witt had told Carter that he was getting 

$100,000 to testify. (10 RT 2039-2041.)  Kasprzyk testified to the same facts, as he 

testified to at trial, regarding his unsuccessful efforts to contact Carter and Witt’s 

impersonation of Carter. (10 RT 2035-2036, 2038, 2047.)  Kasprzyk also testified that 

on April 20, 2018, when he tried to serve Carter with a subpoena, Witt walked up to 

Kasprzyk and said to leave Carter alone and stop leaving subpoenas for him because he 

had nothing to say.  Then, Witt agreed to talk to Kasprzyk. (10 RT 2044-2045.)  Witt 

said he did not know about the $50,000 reward, and he was angry he was involved in the 

case and wished he had never left the tip in 2011. (10 RT 2043.)   

 Moore argued that Witt’s statement to Carter regarding getting paid $100,000, as 

Carter relayed to Gayer, was admissible impeachment evidence. (10 RT 2047.)  The 

court recognized there was an inconsistency between the testimonies of Carter and 

Gayer regarding what Carter told Gayer about Witt’s statements, but the court did not 

see any inconsistency regarding what Witt said. (10 RT 2048.)  Moore argued the 

prosecutor’s opening statement was inconsistent. (10 RT 2049.)  The court noted Carter 

said that Witt said there was a reward, not that Witt said he was being paid, and Gayer 
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testified Carter told him that Witt said he was getting paid by the FBI. (10 RT 2049.)23  

The court inquired whether Witt was asked at the preliminary hearing if he was being 

paid, and the prosecutor said Witt was not. (10 RT 2050.)  In the court’s opinion, Gayer 

was impeaching Carter, but there was no impeachment of Witt. (10 RT 2050-2051.) 

 The court stated that Witt’s telling Kasprzyk to leave Carter alone was not moral 

turpitude, but that Witt’s impersonation of Carter was. (10 RT 2052, 2054.) 

 On the hearsay issue, Moore stated he had overlooked that Court’s Exhibit 8, 

which contained the text messages between Witt and Kasprzyk, contained Witt’s denial 

of ever saying anything about money.  The prosecutor noted that the text message from 

Kasprzyk asked, “So you and he never had a conversation that Witt was getting paid 

$100,000 to testify against Robert Pape or Cristin Smith,” which the prosecutor argued 

was what Carter had just testified. (10 RT 2054.)  The court agreed. (10 RT 2055.)  

Moore pointed out that in later texting, Kasprzyk asked, “Are you positive that in your 

conversation with Sam [Gayer] you didn’t say Jeremy Witt was getting 100,000 to 

testify?”  The response from Witt was, “He never mentioned money.”  Moore noted that  

Carter had testified to the opposite, that is, that Witt talked about a reward. (10 RT 

2055.)  The court saw no direct impeachment of Witt. (10 RT 2055.)  Moore reiterated 

that Witt’s statement was even inconsistent with what Carter said, leaving Gayer’s 

testimony aside. (10 RT 2056.)  Moore was correct, as Witt, posing as Carter, had stated 

that Witt never mentioned money, which was contrary to Carter’s account.   

 The court ruled that to the extent Witt’s statement was inconsistent, the evidence 

was excluded under Evidence Code section 352 as involving undue consumption of 

time, requiring a string of witnesses on a minor point with minimal probative value. (10 

                                              

     23 Carter testified Witt did not say he was anticipating a reward, but he said the 
reward was either $50,000 or $100,000. (10 RT 2009.)  However, Carter also testified 
that Witt may have said something about getting a reward. (10 RT 2010.)  It appears that 
Carter was unsure whether Witt said he was getting a reward, but Carter’s conversation 
with Witt occurred in the context of Witt’s being a witness and breaking the case wide 
open. (10 RT 2008, 2017.)  
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RT 2056.)  Moore argued that the reason Witt was misleading the investigator was very 

relevant, that is, that Witt was denying he knew there was a monetary reward.  After the 

court read the texts in Court’s Exhibit 8, the court stated there was nothing showing 

consistent or inconsistent statements, and the evidence was hearsay. (10 RT 2057.) 

 The court ruled Carter and Kasprzyk could testify to facts showing Witt 

impersonated Carter, but the content of the texting was not “particularly relevant,” and 

was hearsay.  The court said Gayer did not need to be called as a witness. (10 RT 2058.) 

 Counsel argued that because Witt would not be testifying, the defense had lost 

the right to cross-examine him regarding whether he had said he was getting a $50,000 

or $100,000 reward. (10 RT 2059-2060.)  Counsel, joined by Moore, argued this was not 

evidence available until after the preliminary hearing, and the jury was going to be 

misled about Witt’s belief or his bias in this case, which was a denial of due process on a  

very relevant issue. (10 RT 2060.)   

C. The Impeachment Evidence That Witt Stated He Had Broken the Case Wide 
Open and Was Aware of a Large Monetary Reward Was Improperly Excluded  

 The abuse of discretion standard applies to review of a trial court’s 

evidentiary rulings regarding impeachment, hearsay, relevance and  Evidence Code 

section 352. (People v. Waidla (2000) 22 Cal.4th 690, 724; People v. Jones (2013) 

57 Cal.4th 899, 956; People v. Johnson (2015) 61 Cal.4th 734, 766.) 

 1.  Witt’s Statements to Carter Were Not Inadmissible Hearsay 

 “Hearsay evidence” is evidence of a statement that was made other than by a 

witness while testifying at the hearing and that is offered to prove the truth of the 

matter stated.” (Evid. Code, § 1200, subd. (a).)  Carter’s testimony regarding what 

Witt told him about breaking the case wide open and there being a large monetary 

reward was not being offered to prove Witt had broken the case open and that there 

was a large reward, but to show Witt’s knowledge of the reward and belief he had 

solved the case, as supporting the inference Witt expected a reward, even setting 

aside Gayer’s testimony that Carter told him that Witt had stated he had been 

offered $100,000 to testify. (10 RT 2027-2028.) 
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 Where an out-of-court statement is offered as circumstantial evidence of the 

declarant’s mindset, such as knowledge, attitudes or motive, and not “offered to 

prove the truth of the matter stated,” as required by Evidence Code section 1200, 

the evidence is not hearsay. (See People v. Fauber (1992) 2 Cal.4th 792, 853-854 

[evidence suggesting “attitudes or beliefs” that might have led a person to take 

some action is nonhearsay]; People v. Jurado (2006) 38 Cal.4th 72, 117 [setting 

forth other examples of nonhearsay]; see also 1 Witkin, Cal. Evidence (5th ed. 

(2019) Hearsay § 38 [if an “utterance, regardless of its truth or falsity, justifies an 

inference concerning the declarant’s mental state (e.g., belief, intent, motive), it is 

admissible as circumstantial evidence of that mental state” and does not fall within 

the hearsay rule] .) 

 Carter’s testimony about Witt’s statements to him did not constitute hearsay 

because Witt’s statements were being offered to show Witt’s knowledge, attitudes 

and beliefs regarding his prospects for a large monetary reward   

 Even if Witt’s statements to Carter could somehow be found to constitute 

hearsay, the statements met the hearsay exception for evidence of a declarant’s then 

existing state of mind when the evidence is offered to prove the declarant’s state of 

mind or conduct at that time or another relevant time. (See Evid. Code, § 1250.)   

 The hearsay rule did not preclude Carter from testifying regarding Witt’s 

statements to him, and as the court recognized, Carter’s testimony and Gayer’s 

testimony about their conversation regarding Witt’s statements met the hearsay 

exception for inconsistent statements between the two men. (See Evid. Code, § 1235.)     

 Thus, the hearsay rule did not preclude admission of evidence regarding Witt’s 

statements. 

2. The Court Abused Its Discretion by Excluding the Evidence Under   
     Evidence Code Section 352  

 The court’s alternate ruling that if the evidence did not violate the hearsay 

rule, it was inadmissible under Evidence Code section 352 as involving undue 

consumption of time, requiring a string of witnesses on a point having minimal 
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value was an abuse of discretion. (10 RT 2056.)  The evidence was highly relevant 

to Witt’s attitude, bias and motive in inculpating appellant in 2016, and there would 

have been no undue consumption of time, given that the court was permitting Carter 

and Kasprzyk to testify anyway, and the additional testimony would not have been 

long.   

 Witt came up with his story in 2016 that appellant told him in 2007, 

“Something went wrong and we torched the fucking place” (11 RT 2096-2097, 

2144-2145), although in Witt’s anonymous call in 2011, he mentioned no such 

statement and said he was providing all the information he had. (Supp CT 129.)  

Witt’s claim was probably the critical evidence against appellant.  It was highly 

relevant why Witt came up with appellant’s purported statement in 2016. 

 Evidence Code section 352 provides in pertinent part: “The court in its 

discretion may exclude evidence if its probative value is substantially outweighed 

by the probability that its admission will (a) necessitate undue consumption of  

time. . . .”  

The trial court's power under Evidence Code section 352 is not absolute, and 

discretion must be exercised in a reasonable manner. (Kessler v. Gray (1978) 77 

Cal.App.3d 284, 291.)  “Section 352 permits the trial judge to strike a careful 

balance between the probative value of the evidence and the danger of prejudice, 

confusion and undue time consumption.  That section requires that the danger of 

these evils substantially outweigh the probative value of the evidence.  This balance 

is particularly delicate and critical where what is at stake is a criminal defendant's 

liberty." (People v. Lavergne (1971) 4 Cal.3d 735, 744.)  Evidence Code section 

352 must yield to a defendant’s due process right to a fair trial and to the right to 

present all evidence of significant relevance to his defense. (People v. Babbitt 

(1988) 45 Cal.3d 600, 684.)   

 The starting point for any analysis under Evidence Code section 352 is 

necessarily whether the evidence has probative value and the extent of that 

probative value.    
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 “Relevant evidence” includes “evidence relevant to the credibility of a 

witness or hearsay declarant, having any tendency in reason to prove or disprove 

any disputed fact that is of consequence to the determination of the action.”  (Evid. 

Code, § 210.)  Evidence relevant to a witness’s credibility includes “[t]he existence 

or nonexistence of a bias, interest, or other motive.” (Evid. Code, § 780, subdivision 

(f).)  “As a general matter, a defendant is entitled to explore whether a witness has 

been offered any inducements or expects any benefits for his or her testimony, as 

such evidence is suggestive of bias. [Citations.]”(People v. Brown (2003) 31 Cal.4th 

518, 544-545.)  A significant financial interest in helping to convict a defendant is 

relevant impeachment evidence. (See People v. Lucas (2014) 60 Cal.4th 153, 271, 

disapproved on another ground in People v. Romero and Self (2015) 62 Cal.4th 1, 

53, fn. 19.)  Also relevant to a witness’s credibility is “[h]is attitude toward the 

action in which he testifies.” (Evid. Code, § 780, subdivision (j).)   

 In appellant’s case, the excluded evidence was highly relevant to show the 

likely reason that Witt claimed in 2016, that appellant made the purported statement 

about torching the place in 2007, when in 2011, Witt did not report the statement, and he 

told law enforcement he told them everything he knew.  At a minimum, the evidence 

Witt had learned about the large reward being offered in the instant case was relevant to 

his bias in favor of the prosecution and reason for inculpating appellant.  A witness’s 

belief that there is a large reward if a witness solves the case is relevant to bias.   

 It was the prosecutor himself who made the evidence relevant by his statements 

to the jury that Witt wanted nothing and had nothing to gain and expected nothing from 

testifying. (4 Aug RT 685-686.)  Furthermore, although Bodmer testified that in May 

2016, when Witt inculpated appellant, there were $50,000 government and private 

rewards for giving information about the case, Bodmer testified he did not tell Witt 

this during his interview. (12 RT 2246-2247.)  Without the excluded impeachment 

testimony, the jury would never know that Witt knew there was a large reward 

being offered and he viewed himself as having solved the case. 

 The excluded evidence was greatly relevant to impeach Witt’s credibility on 
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probably the most damaging evidence against appellant—appellant’s purported 

admission of guilt.  In fact, it was the only direct evidence against appellant.  A 

defendant’s admissions or confession is highly persuasive with jurors and more 

likely to affect the outcome of a trial than other categories of evidence. (People v. 

Cahill (1993) 5 Cal.4th 478, 503 [a confession “`operates as a kind of evidentiary 

bombshell which shatters the defense´”]; see also People v. Roberts (2017) 13 

Cal.App.5th 565, 577.)  Thus, the excluded evidence had great probative value to 

impeach Witt, who gave critical evidence against appellant.  

 Against this probative value, the trial court erred by finding the evidence 

would entail undue consumption of time.  “Presentation of evidence at the heart of 

the defense would not have represented an ‘undue’ consumption of time.” (People 

v. Minifie (1996) 13 Cal.4th 1055, 1070.)  At the hearing under Evidence Code 

section 402, the testimonies of Carter, Gayer and Kasprzyk took only 38 pages of 

transcript.  (10 RT 2006-2025, 2027-2032, 2034-2045.)  Much of this testimony 

concerned Witt’s impersonation of Carter, which the court was permitting to be 

introduced at trial anyway through Carter and Kasprzyk.  Their additional testimony 

would have consumed little time, particularly compared to the lengthy trial and all 

the testimony presented by the prosecution against appellant.   

 It was unreasonable and irrational for the court to permit testimony regarding 

Witt’s impersonation of Carter and then denude that testimony of it importance to 

the defense, that is, that Witt had made statements to Carter, at a minimum, that he 

knew of a large reward, and he felt he had broken open the case.  

 When preliminary hearing testimony is admitted at trial because a witness is 

unavailable, it is particularly important that the defendant have full opportunity at 

trial to attack the witness’s credibility. (See People v. Mayfield (1972) 23 

Cal.App.3d 236, 244, overruled on other grounds in People v. Hernandez (2004) 33 

Cal.4th 1040, 1052, fn. 3 [an imbalance is created when the jury does not have the 

opportunity to observe the demeanor of the prosecution's chief witness, particularly 

under cross-examination, making it important that the defendant be able to impeach 
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the witness at trial].) 

In short, the court abused its discretion under Evidence Code section 352 

because the excluded evidence was highly relevant to attack Witt’s credibility by 

showing he had a motive to inculpate appellant in 2016, when for the first time, he 

claimed appellant had inculpated himself, particularly because the jury was unable 

to see Witt’s demeanor at trial.  The probative value of the excluded evidence was 

not substantially outweighed by the factor of undue consumption of time, as the 

evidence would have taken very little time to elicit, particularly given that Carter 

and Kasprzyk were going to testify anyway.  

D. The Error Violated Appellant’s Federal Constitutional Rights and Was  
    Prejudicial     

The court’s error violated appellant’s Sixth and Fourteenth Amendment 

rights.  The right to offer exculpatory evidence at trial is protected by Fourteenth 

Amendment due process. (Washington v. Texas, supra 388 U.S. at p. 19.)  “The 

right of an accused in a criminal trial to due process is, in essence, the right to a fair 

opportunity to defend against the State's accusations. The rights to confront and 

cross-examine witnesses and to call witnesses in one's own behalf have long been 

recognized as essential to due process.” (Chambers, supra, 410 U.S. at p. 294.)  

Impeachment evidence is no less material than exculpatory evidence generally, as 

the jury’s estimate of the credibility of a given witness may well be determinative of 

guilt or innocence. (See United States v. Bagley (1985) 473 U.S. 667, 676; People v. 

Frye (1998) 18 Cal.4th 894, 946.) 

 State hearsay rules may not be “applied mechanistically to defeat the ends of 

justice.” (Chambers, supra, 410 U.S. at p. 303.)  In addition, the application of 

Evidence Code section 352 must bow to the defendant’s due process rights to a fair 

trial and to present defense evidence of significant probative value. (People v. 

Taylor (1980) 112 Cal.App.3d 348, 363-364.)  Because the court’s error violated 

appellant’s federal Constitutional rights, the error should be assessed under the 

standard of Chapman, supra, 386 U.S. at p. 24, which is set forth in Argument I, D, 
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ante. 

 There were significant weaknesses in the prosecution’s case, as set forth in 

Argument I, D.  It was critical to appellant to discredit Witt, since he provided the only 

evidence appellant or Pape had inculpated himself.  Witt likely was the witness who 

turned the case against defendants, as he claimed that basically appellant admitted 

being at the scene and setting the place on fire.  Although there was other 

impeachment evidence regarding Witt, that evidence only showed moral turpitude, 

whereas the excluded evidence would have cast serious doubt on Witt’s claim that 

appellant had inculpated himself and would have added to the other impeachment 

evidence.   

 The exclusion of this evidence was prejudicial under Chapman, for it cannot 

reasonably be concluded beyond a reasonable doubt that “the guilty verdict[s] 

actually rendered in this trial [were] surely unattributable to the error.” (Sullivan v. 

Louisiana, supra, 508 U.S. at p. 279.)  Alternatively, the error was prejudicial under 

Watson, supra, as it is reasonably probable that absent the error, the verdicts would 

have been more favorable to appellant. 

 E.  Counsel Preserved the Issues, and if Not, He Rendered Ineffective    
      Assistance  

Counsel sought admission of the evidence and argued that its exclusion was a 

denial of due process. (10 RT 2060.)  In addition, a defendant may argue on appeal that 

the trial court’s error under Evidence Code section 352 had the additional legal 

consequence of violating due process. (See People v. Partida (2005) 37 Cal.4th 428, 

435.)  Accordingly, the constitutionality of the court’s ruling was preserved.   

If, however, any issue raised here, including the admissibility of the evidence 

under state law or on constitutional grounds, was forfeited, counsel rendered ineffective 

assistance. (See U.S. Const., 6th and 14th Amends.; Cal. Const., art. I, § 15; 

Strickland v. Washington (1984) 466 U.S. 668, 687-688 (Strickland); People v. 

Ledesma (1987) 43 Cal.3d 171, 215-218 (Ledesma).)  

 To establish ineffective assistance of counsel, the defendant must show that 
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counsel’s performance was deficient under prevailing professional norms, that it is 

reasonably probable that absent counsel’s error, the outcome would have been 

different and that the error was not attributable to a reasonable tactical decision. 

(People v. Gutierrez (2002) 28 Cal.4th 1083, 1157.) 

Appellant’s position is meritorious, and consequently, if counsel did not 

preserve the issues, his “representation fell below an objective standard of 

reasonableness . . . under prevailing professional norms.” (Strickland, supra, 466 

U.S. at pp. 687-688; Ledesma, supra, 43 Cal.3d at pp. 215-216.)   

The defense efforts to obtain admission of the evidence show there was no tactic 

for not arguing the strongest possible bases.  Thus, the issue of ineffective assistance 

of counsel is cognizable on appeal. (See People v. Pope (1979) 23 Cal.3d 412, 426 

[ineffective assistance claim may be made on appeal when there can be no 

reasonable tactic for challenged conduct].)  Appellant can meet the prejudice 

standard of Strickland, supra, 466 U.S. at p. 694, for the same reasons of prejudice 

stated ante.  
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III. THE TRIAL COURT PREJUDICIALLY ERRED, IN VIOLATION 
       OF APPELLANT’S SIXTH AND FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT 
       RIGHTS TO PRESENT DEFENSE EVIDENCE AND TO DUE  
       PROCESS, BY EXCLUDING DEFENSE EVIDENCE THAT  
       APPELLANT’S CHARACTER WAS INCONSISTENT WITH THAT OF       
       A COLD-BLOODED MURDERER 
 

A.  Introduction 

 The court erroneously precluded appellant from producing opinion character 

evidence from appellant’s military associates that appellant was a caring person, 

whose character was to save lives, even at grave risk to himself.  This character trait 

was incongruous with the character of the perpetrators of the charged murders and 

thus, was admissible under Evidence Code section 1102, subdivision (a) to 

demonstrate appellant’s nondisposition to commit the murders.  The evidentiary 

exclusion also violated appellant’s Sixth and Fourteenth Amendment rights to 

present defense evidence and to a fair trial.   

 The omission of the evidence was prejudicial in view of the weaknesses of 

the prosecution’s case.  Had appellant been permitted to present his character 

evidence, the jury would not have convicted him of the murders of Vickie and 

Hayward.  If counsel was required to do more to obtain admission of the evidence, 

or forfeited any issue raised here, he rendered ineffective assistance of counsel.  

B.  Relevant Proceedings 

 The prosecution filed a motion to exclude evidence of appellant’s post-crime 

military accolades as irrelevant character evidence and under Evidence Code 

section 352, as likely to prejudice the jury by portraying appellant in a positive 

light, and to preclude evidence of appellant’s specific acts of heroism under 

Evidence Code section 1102. (9 CT 1869-1872.)  Appellant’s supplemental trial 

brief stated he anticipated introducing testimony by Raymond Haldorson, Jr., who 

had served in the military with appellant for over ten years, that appellant was “a 

selfless, honorable, and intelligent man who cared a great deal about the wellbeing 

of other injured soldiers on the battlefield,” and that Joshua Carroll, who knew 
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appellant for the same reason, would testify to appellant’s character, including that 

he was selfless and caring. (9 CT 1937.)  Appellant’s supplemental brief argued that 

his character was relevant and admissible under Evidence Code section 352. (9 CT 

1958-1959.)  The brief stated: 

 Mr. Smith entered the military in January 2008.  Although the 
Defendant has, indeed, earned accolades, including two Purple Hearts, 
at present, the Defense intends only to call two character witnesses 
who will testify as to the Defendant’s character and reputation for 
being honorable, selfless, truthful, and caring. (Emphasis added.) 
 

(9 CT 1959.) 

 The prosecutor stated that although appellant wanted to elicit the character 

evidence as reputation evidence, being that specific acts are inadmissible, the 

evidence of reputation and past specific acts overlapped. The prosecutor argued 

appellant’s positive acts after the crimes were irrelevant, might prejudice and 

confuse the jury and would require a trial within a trial. (1 RT 148.)  Counsel’s 

arguments included that he wanted to introduce evidence regarding significant 

character traits, that the fact appellant had military honors would not take much 

time and that evidence appellant had been decorated, had five deployments and had 

continued a life that began as a lifeguard into the military, was admissible character 

evidence to show a person who is honorable, caring and maintained integrity. (1 

RT 150.)  The prosecutor reasserted that post-crime conduct was irrelevant. (1 RT 

150-151.)  

 The court stated the character evidence regarding appellant was limited to 

two traits--honesty or dishonesty, and violence or peacefulness--and that appellant’s 

saving people’s lives or being a good soldier did not necessarily pertain to one of 

these issues. (1 RT 151-152.)  The court stated that if appellant stopped a fight 

between people in the military, that would be relevant character evidence of 

peacefulness, but saving a person’s life in a combat situation was not.  The court 

concluded appellant could produce character witnesses only that appellant was an 
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honest or peaceful person, but that his actions in the military, such as earning Purple 

Hearts, were not admissible. (1 RT 152.)  The court stated that Evidence Code 

section 352 was not the issue, that the evidence would not unduly consume time, 

and that character is not limited in time, but that the evidence must be strictly 

limited to these two issues. (1 RT 153-154.)  

 During counsel’s opening statement, he stated he would present character 

evidence that three sergeants, Haldorson, Carroll and Michael Wysuph, who had 

observed appellant, his behavior and his reputation for almost a ten-year period, 

would testify about appellant’s background, including his enlisting in the Army, his 

deployment to Iraq and three deployments to Afghanistan, his recovery from a 

gunshot wound in 2012, and a fifth deployment in 2013 to Afghanistan, entry into 

special forces sniper school, and his working in construction thereafter until his 

arrest on June 14, 2015. (4 Aug RT 719-720.)  Counsel stated that the military 

professionals would testify to appellant’s reputation for honesty, which was relevant 

to appellant’s police statement and efforts to cooperate. (4 Aug RT 720.)24   

 Later, the prosecutor noted counsel’s opening statement had listed 

appellant’s military history, which was inadmissible specific-act evidence and was 

contrary to the court’s ruling. (2 RT 399-400.)  The prosecutor stated he chose not 

to object.  The court stated that unless the court heard otherwise, the only character 

evidence admissible as to either defendant would be his character for honesty.  

Counsel disagreed, stating that the individuals he had identified had observed 

appellant’s behavior and the resulting development of his reputation, and it was 

permissible for them to testify they knew him and had seen him in various 

circumstances and saw the reputation he developed for honesty and integrity. (2 RT 

400-401.)  The court stated that if they had an opinion appellant had a reputation for 

honesty, that was admissible.  The prosecutor agreed, but repeated that specific acts 

                                              

     24 It appears counsel was trying to comply with the court’s ruling that character 
evidence had to be limited to honesty or peacefulness. 
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were inadmissible. (2 RT 401.)  The court stated that as a foundational matter to the 

witness’s opinion, they could testify briefly regarding how they knew appellant, but 

they could not detail his conduct as a soldier, or get into his whole military history, 

unless related to honesty. (1 RT 402-404.)  The court stated that honesty, not 

peacefulness, was at issue. (1 RT 404.)   

 Counsel did not produce character witnesses. 

C.  The Court Abused Its Discretion by Precluding Defense Character  
      Evidence of Appellant’s Selfless, Caring Nature, As This Was  
      Inconsistent with the Charged Murders 

 Evidentiary rulings regarding character evidence are reviewed on appeal for 

abuse of discretion. (People v. Doolin (2009) 45 Cal.4th 390, 437.) 

 In appellant’s case, the trial court abused its discretion by only permitting  

character evidence regarding appellant’s honesty or peacefulness, which the court 

said was the opposite of violence.  Peacefulness is not the only counter to evidence 

of violence, and appellant was entitled to present opinion testimony that he was a 

caring, selfless person, as such a person is unlikely to kill three people in cold 

blood, which is what the prosecutor was contending he had done.  There can be 

little doubt that the jury would have formed a much different view of appellant had 

they known he possessed a caring, selfless nature for his fellow human beings. 

 Evidence Code section 1101 makes character evidence generally 

inadmissible when offered to show a person’s disposition to commit a specific act.  

However, Evidence Code section 1102, subdivision (a) makes an exception in 

criminal cases for “evidence of the defendant’s character or a trait of his character 

in the form of an opinion or evidence of his reputation” when “[o]ffered by the 

defendant to prove his conduct in conformity with such character or trait of 

character.” 

Although the prosecution may not initially introduce character evidence to 

show a defendant’s disposition to commit the charged crimes, the defense may 

produce evidence to demonstrate a defendant’s nondisposition to commit the 
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charged crimes. (See People v. Guerra (2006) 37 Cal.4th 1067, 1118, overruled on 

another ground in People v. Rundle (2008) 43 Cal.4th 76, 151.)  Such character 

evidence must still be relevant, meaning it must relate to a particular trait involved 

in the charged offense. (People v. Honing (1996) 48 Cal.App.4th 289, 349.)  A 

character “witness's testimony must be based upon personal knowledge of the 

subject matter, and testimony in the form of an opinion must be rationally based 

upon the perception of the witness and helpful to a clear understanding of his or her 

testimony. [Citations.]” (Ibid.)   

“Evidence of good character to show the improbability of having done the 

act charged is material. . . .” (People v. Hughes (1954) 123 Cal.App.2d 767, 769.) 

“`The purpose of the evidence as to the character of the accused is to show his 

disposition, and to base thereon a probable presumption that he would not be likely 

to commit, and, therefore, did not commit, the crime with which he is charged.´ 

[Citation.]” (People v. Jones (1954) 42 Cal.2d 219, 223-224.)   

 Evidence of good character may have significant value to a defendant to 

dispel a finding of guilt.  A defendant “may introduce affirmative testimony that the 

general estimate of his character is so favorable that the jury may infer that he 

would not be likely to commit the offense charged.” (Michelson v. United States 

(1948) 335 U.S. 469, 476.)  “[S]uch testimony alone, in some circumstances, may 

be enough to raise a reasonable doubt of guilt. . . .” (Ibid.) 

The issue in appellant’s case is whether the opinions of persons with whom 

appellant served in the military over an extended period of time regarding his 

character and reputation as a caring person, who would try to save the lives of 

others, even at great detriment to himself, was a general character trait inconsistent 

with the character exhibited by the perpetrators of the charged murders.  The 

prosecution charged appellant with the premeditated murder of Rebecca, the ex-

girlfriend of appellant’s best friend, as well as the murder of her mother and 

Hayward, who the prosecutor argued were executed in cold blood.  The character 

trait manifested by these charges was extreme violence and disregard for human life 
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towards innocent people.  Appellant’s reputation for saving the lives of others, 

particularly at grave risk to himself, was the opposite of the cold blooded murder of 

the three victims in this case.   

Appellant’s character witnesses came from the military, which is 

understandable, since this was the venue where appellant had been for most of his 

adult life--from 2007, until 2014, when he was arrested. (11 CT 2508.)  Although 

the character witnesses’ opinions were based on appellant’s behavior in the military, 

this did not make the evidence irrelevant. 

The trial court had a far too narrow view of the province of character 

evidence and believed only honesty or peacefulness was at issue. (1 RT 151-154.)   

Evidence Code section 1102, subdivision (a) broadly permits character evidence to 

prove the defendant’s “conduct in conformity with such character or trait of 

character.”  Under this statute, any character trait that is relevant and inconsistent 

with the commission of the offense is admissible. (See, e.g., People v. Jones, supra, 

42 Cal.2d at p. 225 [reversible error in a prosecution for lewd conduct with a child 

to exclude expert opinion testimony defendant was not a sexual deviant]; People v. 

McAlpin (1991) 53 Cal.3d 1289, 1309 [character evidence admissible as to child 

molestation charge from lay witnesses that based on defendant’s conduct, the 

defendant was not a person given to lewd conduct with children]; People v. Guerra, 

supra, 37 Cal.4th at pp. 1118-1110 [in a prosecution for murder with attempted 

rape-murder special circumstances, trial court erred in excluding testimony of an 

expert as to the defendant’s passive character on the ground that the witness was not 

completely sure the defendant would not commit violence under any 

circumstance].)  It is not just peacefulness that is admissible as character evidence 

to counter a charge of violence.   

 Counsel made it clear that he wanted to introduce character evidence that 

appellant was a caring person, who would jeopardize his own life to save others. (9 

CT 1959; 1 RT 150.)  This character trait is inconsistent with being a violent 

murderer of three innocent people and setting their bodies on fire.  The court 
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erroneously rejected this evidence, holding that the relevant character evidence was 

limited to appellant’s honesty or peacefulness. (1 RT 151-152.) 

 The trial court was correct that Evidence Code section 1102 does not permit 

evidence of specific acts of conduct, but as the trial court noted, character evidence 

requires establishing a foundation for the character witness’s knowledge of the 

defendant and the opinion testimony. (2 RT 401-402.)  Opinions regarding 

character do not arise in a vacuum, and character evidence would be meaningless if 

no foundation were elicited as the basis for the character witness’s opinion of the 

defendant’s character.   

The prosecutor’s claim that post-crime conduct was irrelevant was correctly 

rejected by the court.  Evidence Code section 1102 is not limited to the time period 

before the crimes but extends to the time the character witness is testifying. (People 

v. Qui Mei Lee (1975) 48 Cal.App.3d 516, 526-527.)  Character tends to be an 

immutable quality, and appellant was entitled to produce opinion testimony that his 

character was to help, not harm, other persons with whom he associated, even at 

grave risk to himself. 

Thus, the court erred by excluding the proposed character evidence. 

D.  The Error Violated Appellant’s Sixth and Fourteenth Amendment                
      Rights to Produce Defense Evidence and to a Fair Trial and Was  
      Prejudicial 

 Excluding the evidence violated appellant’s Sixth and Fourteenth 

Amendment rights to present defense evidence and to due process of law. (See 

Chambers, supra, 410 U.S. at p. 302; Washington v. Texas, supra, 388 U.S. at p. 

19.)  “The right of an accused in a criminal trial to due process is, in essence, the 

right to a fair opportunity to defend against the State’s accusations.” (Chambers, 

supra, 410 U.S. at p. 294.)  Indeed, “[f]ew rights are more fundamental than that of 

an accused to present witnesses in his own defense.” (Id. at p. 302.)  Even if the 

evidence was inadmissible under state law, state law must give way to a defendant’s 

Sixth and Fourteenth Amendment rights to a fair trial and to present a defense. 
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(Holmes v. South Carolina, supra, 547 U.S. at pp. 324-325.)    

In appellant’s case it was fundamentally unfair not to permit appellant to 

introduce character evidence inconsistent with his committing the charged murders.  

 Because of the federal constitutional error, the prejudice standard of 

Chapman, supra, 386 U.S. at p. 24.   

The prosecution’s case against appellant was weak for the reasons stated in 

Argument I, D.  Appellant’s character evidence would have been significant.  He 

could have produced strong character witnesses that in their opinion, appellant was 

a caring person, who would save the lives of others, even at risk to himself.  

Haldorson and Carroll spoke at appellant’s sentencing regarding appellant’s caring 

nature.  Haldorson said appellant saved his life, was selfless and cared for those 

around him and helped others, even when appellant was seriously wounded. (15 RT 

3095-3099.)  Carroll repeated that appellant was selfless in helping others when 

injured. (15 RT 3100-3101.)   

It is probable that had the jury heard the excluded opinion evidence that 

appellant was a caring, selfless person, who would save others lives at grave risk to 

himself, the jury would have rejected the prosecution’s case against appellant, as the 

excluded character evidence would have raised more than a reasonable doubt that 

appellant perpetrated the charged murders.   

Appellant would have been entitled to a jury instruction, modeled after 

CALCRIM No. 350, to the effect that evidence of his character for being a caring 

person who would save lives, even at risk to himself, could by itself created a 

reasonable doubt whether he committed the charged murders.  Although the court  

 has no sua sponte duty to give an instruction on defendant's character, the 

instruction must be given on request. (CALCRIM No. 350 (CALCRIM Fall 2016 

ed.), vol. 1, p. 143; People v. Bell (1875) 49 Cal. 485, 489-490.) 

 The error was prejudicial under Chapman, supra, 386 U.S. at p. 24.  Even 

under Watson, supra, 46 Cal.2d at p. 836, prejudice is manifest, for it is reasonably 
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probable appellant would have received more favorable verdicts absent the 

evidentiary error.  

E.  The Issue Was Preserved, or Counsel Rendered Ineffective Assistance 

Appellant did not forfeit the issue because counsel sought admission of the 

character evidence.  Although counsel did not cite the Sixth and Fourteenth 

Amendments, he did not forfeit their application, as appellant is now asserting a 

legal consequence of the error, not a new reason the evidence should have been 

admitted. (See People v. Partida, supra, 37 Cal.4th at p. 435.)  Further, it was more 

than obvious that the evidence was important to appellant’s defense, as most jurors 

learning of appellant’s character would find it hard to believe appellant committed 

the charged murders, particularly given the weaknesses in the prosecution’s case.  

Moreover, the court’s ruling would not have changed had counsel cited the Sixth 

and Fourteenth Amendments, because the court simply believed the evidence was 

irrelevant.  A defendant is excused from making a futile objection. (People v. Hill 

(1998) 17 Cal.4th 800, 820-821.)  

 If counsel forfeited any issue raised here, including the failure to cite 

constitutional principles, or to make a stronger offer of proof regarding the opinion 

evidence he wanted admitted, or a stronger argument for admission of the evidence, 

counsel rendered ineffective assistance based on the legal principles set forth in 

Argument II, E, ante.  Counsel wanted the evidence admitted, so he had no tactical 

reason for any omission, and the error was prejudicial for the reasons set forth ante. 
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IV.  THE EVIDENTIARY ERRORS, IF NOT INDIVIDUALLY   
        PREJUDICIAL, CUMULATIVELY PREJUDICED APPELLANT’S  
        FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT RIGHT TO A FAIR TRIAL 
 

In assessing the cumulative effect of errors, “the litmus test is whether 

defendant received due process and a fair trial.” (People v. Kronemyer (1987) 189 

Cal.App.3d 314, 349.)  The overall effect of all the errors should be analyzed in the 

context of the evidence introduced at trial against the defendant.  If any of multiple 

errors implicates the Chapman standard of review, as here, then that standard 

applies to cumulative error analysis. (People v. Woods (2006) 146 Cal.App.4th 106, 

117; see also United States v. Rivera (10th Cir. 1990) 900 F.2d 1462, 1470, fn. 6.) 

   The following defense evidence was excluded by the court: third-party 

culpability evidence that would have cast a reasonable doubt on appellant’s guilt; 

impeachment evidence that would have made the jury unlikely to believe Witt’s 

claim that appellant had inculpated himself; and evidence that appellant’s character 

was completely contrary to that inherent in the commission of the charged murders.  

The effect of these errors worked cumulatively to violate appellant’s Fourteenth 

Amendment right to a fair trial.  As it cannot be concluded beyond a reasonable 

doubt that the jury would have convicted appellant had the jury heard the excluded 

evidence, the judgment against appellant should be reversed. 
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V.  IF THE JUDGMENT IS NOT REVERSED, APPELLANT’S PAROLE  
      REVOCATION FINE SHOULD BE ORDERED STRICKEN, AS  
      APPELLANT’S SENTENCE DOES NOT INCLUDE A PERIOD OF   
      PAROLE 
  

 In addition to a restitution fine of $10,000 under section 1202.4, subdivision 

(b), the court imposed a parole revocation find of $10,000 under section 1202.45. 

(15 RT 3179-3180; 11 CT 2652.)   The parole revocation fine is unauthorized, 

because appellant’s sentence does not include the possibility of parole. (See People 

v. Oganesyan (1999) 70 Cal.App.4th 1178.) 
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VI.  IF THE JUDGMENT IS NOT REVERSED, APPELLANT IS ENTITLED  
       TO REMAND OF HIS CASE TO DETERMINE HIS ABILITY TO PAY     
       THE RESTITUTION FINE AND ASSESSMENT FEES IMPOSED BY  
       THE TRIAL COURT 
 
 At appellant’s sentencing, the court noted there were victim restitution 

requests for Vickie’s and Hayward’s deaths totaling $86,000. (15 RT 3177.)  

Defendants requested a future restitution hearing, and the court agreed. (15 RT 

3177-3178.)  When the court noted the probation department was recommending a  

$10,000 restitution fine under section 1202.4, counsel submitted, and Moore asked 

that because of the large amount of victim restitution likely to be ordered, this fine 

should be reduced to $1,000. (15 RT 3178-3179.)  The court imposed a $10,000 

restitution fine, stating this was not unreasonable, but that it would recommend that 

victim restitution be paid first, and then, added a $10,000 parole revocation fine. (15 

RT 3179-3180; 11 CT 2652.)  The court also imposed on appellant an $80 court 

operations assessment under section 1465.8 and a $60 court facilities assessment 

under Government Code section 70373. (15 RT 3180; 11 CT 2652.) 

 In People v. Duenas (2019) 30 Cal.App.5th 1157 (Duenas), the court held 

that due process under the Fourteenth Amendment and article I, section 7 of the 

California Constitution requires a trial court to conduct a hearing to ascertain a 

defendant's ability to pay before imposing assessments under section 1465.8 and 

Government Code section 70373. (Id. at pp. 1164, 1168.)  The court further held 

that a restitution fine under section 1202.4 is also unconstitutional unless the 

defendant has the ability to pay the fine. (Id. at pp. 1164, 1171.) 

 Although appellant did not argue that he was entitled to a hearing to 

determine his ability to pay the assessments and restitution fine, his sentencing 

predated Duenas. (11 CT 2651.)  Because Duenas was a radical change in the law, 

there was no forfeiture of the issue.  As held in People v. Castellano (2019) 33 

Cal.App.5th 485, the forfeiture rule does not apply to a defendant sentenced prior to 

Duenas because no court had previously “held it was unconstitutional to impose 
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fines, fees or assessments without a determination of the defendant’s ability to pay.” 

(Id. at p. 489; accord, People v. Johnson (2019) 35 Cal.App.5th 134, 138; People v. 

Jones (2019) 36 Cal.App.5th 1028 [2019 WL 2710208, **5-6]; contra, People v. 

Frandsen  (2019) 33 Cal.App.5th 1126, 1154-1155 ]; People v. Bipialaka (2019) 34 

Cal.App.5th 455, 464.) 

 As explained in People v. Castellano, supra, 33 Cal.App.5th at p. 489, 

consistent case law has held that when “the defendant’s challenge on direct appeal 

is based on a newly announced constitutional principle that could not reasonably 

have been anticipated at the time of trial, reviewing courts have declined to find 

forfeiture. [Citations.]”  The non-forfeiture rule clearly applies to the assessments in 

appellant’s case because Duenas unforeseeably changed existing law in this regard.   

 In People v. Gutierrez (2019) 35 Cal.App.5th 1027 [247 Cal.Rptr.3d 850], 

the court did not reach the forfeiture issue because it found that before Duenas, 

section 1202.4, subdivision (c) entitled the defendant to contest his $10,000 

restitution fine, which was above the statutory minimum fine of $300, based on his  

inability to pay a fine above the minimum. (247 Cal.Rptr.3d at p. 861.)   

 At the time of appellant’s sentencing, section 1202.4, subdivision (c) stated 

inability to pay could be considered in imposing a restitution fine above the $300 

minimum.  However, Moore argued for a restitution fine much less than $10,000, 

because of the expected large amount of victim restitution fine to be ordered in this 

case.  This argument implied that the defendants would be unable to pay a $10,000 

restitution fine, as well as the victim restitution fine.  Appellant’s counsel did not 

join in this point, but it would have been futile to do so, given that the court did not 

accept Pape’s point. 

 Furthermore, in reality, courts have routinely imposed the maximum 

restitution fine of $10,000 when a defendant has been convicted of murder, and this 

is permissible under section 1202.4, subdivision (d), as ability to pay is only one 

factor for the court to consider.  Other factors include “the seriousness and gravity 

of the offense and the circumstances of its commission” and “the extent to which 
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any other person suffered losses as a result of the crime, and the number of victims 

involved in the crime.” (§ 1202.4, subd. (d).)  Here, there were multiple convictions 

of murder, the ultimate offense in seriousness and gravity, and three people died.  It 

was reasonable for counsel to believe the trial court would not conclude these 

factors outweighed inability to pay. (See People v. Potts (2019) 6 Cal.5th 1012, 

1056-1057 [although the trial court ordered defendant, who had been sentenced to 

death, to pay a $10,000 restitution fine, erroneously assuming defendant would be 

eligible to work in prison, the error was harmless, because section 1202.4 does not 

make such a fine automatically invalid based on inability to pay it; other factors to 

be considered include the seriousness and gravity of the offense, and the court was 

permitted to conclude that the monetary burden the restitution fine imposed on 

defendant was outweighed by other considerations].)   

 Moreover, Duenas has changed the significance of a defendant’s inability to 

pay a restitution fine.  Now, as a matter of due process under the federal and state 

constitutions, a restitution fine is invalid if the defendant lacks the ability to pay the 

fine, independent of any other consideration, such as the offense’s seriousness. (See 

People v. Castellano, supra, 33 Cal.App.5th at p. 490 [“imposition of a fine on 

defendant unable to pay it is sufficient detriment to trigger due process 

protections”].)  Consequently, forfeiture should not be found as to the $10,000 

restitution fine in appellant’s case. 

 In People v. Jones, supra, 2019 WL 2710208, at *7, the court applied the 

Chapman prejudice standard to the Duenas error and stated that although the 

defendant did not have the burden on appeal to establish his inability to pay, there 

was no prejudice because the record demonstrated he could not make such a 

showing.  His fees and fines totaled $370, and his prison wages were more than 

sufficient to cover this amount over the period of his confinement. (Ibid.)  This 

cannot be said as to appellant.  

 Significantly, a victim restitution award must be satisfied first. (§ 1203.1d, 

subd. (b); Cal. Const., Art. I, § 28(b)(13)(C).)   
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 It is highly unlikely appellant ever would be able to pay the victim restitution 

fine to be awarded, and then, pay the $10,000 restitution fine, as well as the fee 

assessments, and it is certainly not true beyond a reasonable doubt that he would be 

able to do so.  At the time of appellant’s sentencing, the victim award requests for  

Vickie’s and Hayward’s deaths totaled $86,000. (15 RT 3177.)   

 Prison wages are low, as of June 26, 2019, ranging from $12 to $56 a month, 

and half of wages earned, along with half of any deposits into an inmate’s account, 

are deducted to pay restitution fines. (People v. Jones,  supra, 2019 WL 2710208, at 

*7.)  Able-bodied prisoners are required to work, but work includes unpaid labor, 

education, and other programs, and an inmate’s assignment to a paid position is a 

privilege dependent on several factors, including seniority. (People v. Rodriguez 

(2019) 34 Cal.App.5th 641, 649.) 

 There is evidence appellant is not able-bodied.  He is 50 percent disabled. 

(11 CT 2512.)  There is no evidence he possesses the type of special skills, such as 

those of mechanics and dental technicians, necessary to qualify for jobs at the high 

end of the prison pay scale. (See People v. Rodriguez, supra, 34 Cal.App.5th at p. 

649.) 

 Assuming appellant is even eligible for prison employment and secured the 

highest paid employment, if he earned maximum wages, this would be $672 per 

year, and at 50 percent of this, it would take him about 30 years to pay the $10,000 

restitution fine, but he would first have to pay the victim restitution awards.  There 

is no reason to belief that appellant, an indigent for whom counsel was appointed on 

appeal, will ever be able to pay the restitution fine after paying victim restitution. 

 Appellant requests that because his ability to pay has not been adjudicated, 

that if the judgment is not reversed, his case be remanded to the trial court so that he 

may request a hearing to present evidence showing his inability to pay the 

assessments and restitution fine imposed by the trial court. (See People v. 

Castellano, supra, 33 Cal.App.5th at p. 491.)  Even assuming appellant forfeited the 

question of his ability to pay the restitution fine, he should be permitted to request 
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an ability-to-pay hearing as to this fine, since the trial court will be required to 

consider appellant’s ability to pay the assessments anyway.25   

 

CONCLUSION 
 

Based on the foregoing, appellant requests reversal of his conviction of 

murder. 

Dated:  July 29, 2019 

                                    Respectfully submitted,   

                       
      _______________________________                   
                                                 SHARON G. WRUBEL                         

Attorney for Appellant Cristin Smith 
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   25 Appellate counsel has been informed that the trial court had not yet determined 
the full extent of victim restitution.  Appellant has been ordered to pay over $3,000 
in victim restitution to the Hayward family.  Restitution to Vickie’s family and a 
$39,000 claim from the Hayward family remain open. 
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